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Summary

The mechanism of oncogenesis by avian leukosis viruses (ALVs) was examined.

ALVs are slowly transforming RNA tumor viruses that do not transform cells in tissue culture and that cause neoplastic disease only after a latent period of 4-12 months. ALVs generally induce widely disseminating B cell lymphomas originating in the bursae of Fabricius of infected birds. Occasionally, they cause other neoplasms such as sarcomas, carcinomas and nephroblastomas, as well as a variety of nonneoplastic diseases. Unlike rapidly transforming RNA tumor viruses, which appear to cause neoplastic transformation as a result of high expression (or inappropriate expression) of a "transforming gene" (onc gene) present in the rapidly transforming virus genome, ALVs lack onc genes. Until recently, the mechanism of oncogenesis by these viruses was obscure.

Analysis of the virus-related DNA (performed by S. Astrin, Fox Chase Cancer Center) and RNA in ALV-induced lymphomas revealed that the tumors were clonal and thus presumably derived from a single infected cell. Tumor proviruses were often defective and tumors often failed to express normal ALV mRNAs. Thus viral gene expression is not required for maintenance of neoplastic transformation. Most importantly, tumors from different birds had integration sites in common. Tumor cells synthesized high levels of discrete new poly(A) RNAs consisting of viral 5' sequences covalently linked to cellular sequences. No virus capable of transforming tissue culture fibroblasts or of inducing
tumors in animals was isolated from ALV-induced lymphomas tested.

W.S. Hayward (Rockefeller University) found that most ALV-induced lymphomas expressed high levels of RNA that hybridizes to \textit{v-myc} probe. \textit{v-myc} is the transforming gene of the rapidly transforming virus MC29. The new poly(A) RNAs found in ALV-induced lymphomas contained \textit{myc} information and ALV proviruses were found integrated adjacent to \textit{c-myc} (\textit{c-myc} is the cellular counterpart of \textit{v-myc}). These results strongly suggest that in lymphoid tumors induced by ALV, an ALV provirus is integrated adjacent to a specific cellular gene, which is usually \textit{c-myc}. Proviral integration adjacent to \textit{c-myc} activates transcription of this gene, resulting in neoplasia.

Molecular clones of the provirus-host cell junctions (tumor junction fragments) from two independent ALV-induced lymphomas were isolated. The structures of these clones were compared with a clone of the normal \textit{c-myc} gene. Restriction mapping confirms that the ALV provirus is covalently linked to \textit{c-myc} in both tumors. Normal proviral integration events had occurred adjacent to the \textit{c-myc} locus, without gross structural alteration of \textit{c-myc}. The long terminal repeat (LTR) of an ALV provirus is integrated upstream of the bulk of ALV coding sequences in both tumors, and is oriented such that transcription could initiate within the LTR and continue downstream into \textit{c-myc}. Comparison of the restriction map of a tumor junction fragment clone with the map of the \textit{v-myc} gene shows that, in \textit{c-myc}, there are two regions of \textit{v-myc}-related sequences (which are probably exons), separated by 1 kb of sequences unrelated to \textit{v-myc} (intron). DNA sequence analysis (G. Gasic, Rockefeller University) suggests that integration has
occurred in c-myc exons adjacent to splice donor sites. Thus there may be at least 4 exons and 3 introns in c-myc. A model is proposed for the genesis of the tumor-specific RNAs containing viral 5' and c-myc information in ALV-induced lymphomas.

In vitro transcription experiments indicate the presence of two potential initiation sites for synthesis by RNA polymerase II in c-myc. Nearly all (>85%) proviral integrations adjacent to c-myc in ALV-induced lymphomas occur downstream from these two sites and upstream of the bulk of c-myc coding sequences. Experiments are in progress to define the initiation site(s) in vivo. The finding by other investigators (Payne et al., 1982) that other proviral orientations can also lead to activation of c-myc and lymphomagenesis is discussed.

One ALV-induced fibrosarcoma was obtained. This tumor produced a replication-defective rapidly transforming virus. The particular strain of ALV used was td107A, a transformation-defective mutant of subgroup A Schmidt-Ruppin Rous sarcoma virus. The virus isolated from the tumor (16L virus) transforms fibroblasts and causes fatal sarcomas in infected newborn chickens within two weeks. Its genomic RNA is 6.0 kb, and it contains fps sequences [fps is the transforming gene of Fujinami sarcoma virus (FSV) and UR1]. RNase T1 fingerprint analysis shows that the 5' and 3' terminal sequences of 16L virus are identical to (and presumably derived from td107A RNA). The central part of 16L viral RNA consists of the fps-related sequences. These oligonucleotides fall into four classes: (i) oligonucleotides common to the putative transforming regions of FSV and UR1 virus; (ii) an oligonucleotide also present in FSV, but not in UR1; (iii) an
oligonucleotide also present in URI, but not in FSV; and (iv) an oligonucleotide not present in either FSV, URI or td107A. Cells infected with 16L virus synthesize a protein of molecular weight 142,000 that is a \textit{gag} fusion protein with protein kinase activity. These results suggest that 16L virus arose by recombination between td107A and the \textit{c-fps} gene. A model for the generation of rapidly transforming viruses by recombination between slowly transforming viruses and cellular genes is presented.

Molecular clones of human DNA related to \textit{myc} and \textit{src} were obtained by screening a human recombinant bacteriophage library. Preliminary structural analysis by restriction mapping was performed. These studies suggest that coding sequences in both human genes are probably interrupted by introns. Also, the organization of these \textit{c-onc} genes, especially the human \textit{myc}-related gene appears to be different in chickens and humans. These clones should be useful for investigating non-viral oncogenesis in humans.

The finding that ALVs induce neoplasia by activating the expression of a normal cellular gene suggests that other oncogenic agents might also cause transformation by activating \textit{c-onc} genes. The generality of oncogene activation in oncogenesis by other viral as well as non-viral agents is discussed.
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NOMENCLATURE FOR onc GENES

At the 1980 RNA tumor virus meeting at Cold Spring Harbor, New York, the following names were agreed upon (summarized in Coffin et al., 1981)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>onc Gene</th>
<th>Virus Strain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abl</td>
<td>Abelson MuLV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erb-A</td>
<td>AEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erb-B</td>
<td>AEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fes</td>
<td>Snyder-Theilen &amp; Gardner-Arnstein strains of FeSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fms</td>
<td>McDonough strain of FeSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fps</td>
<td>FSV and related viruses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mos</td>
<td>Moloney MSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myb</td>
<td>AMV and E26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myc</td>
<td>MC29 and other viruses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rasH</td>
<td>Harvey sarcoma virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rasK</td>
<td>Kirsten sarcoma virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rel</td>
<td>reticuloendotheliosis virus-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ros</td>
<td>UR2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sis</td>
<td>simian sarcoma virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>src</td>
<td>RSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Y73 and Esh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When present in a viral genome, an onc gene is referred to as v-onc; its cellular counterpart is c-onc
Introduction

A. The Biology of RNA Tumor Viruses

Taxonomy. RNA tumor viruses (Oncovirinae), also known as oncoviruses (or the earlier "oncornaviruses"), are members of the family Retroviridae (Mathews, 1979). Retroviridae are enveloped, positive strand RNA viruses that replicate via a DNA intermediate (Temin, 1964a,b; Bader, 1964), utilizing the enzyme reverse transcriptase (DNA-dependent RNA polymerase) (Baltimore, 1970; Temin and Mizutani, 1970). During the past 10-20 years, RNA tumor viruses have been studied extensively by virologists and molecular biologists both because of their novel mode of replication (RNA→DNA→RNA) and because of their ability to transform cells in tissue culture and induce neoplastic disease in animals. The other members of the Retroviridae, the foamy viruses (Spumavirinae) and the Maedi/visna virus group (Lentivirinae) have been less extensively studied because they fail to induce neoplastic pathology and are difficult to grow in vitro; these viruses will not be discussed here. For the rest of this thesis, where the term "retrovirus" is used, it will refer only to the RNA tumor virus subfamily.

Various schemes have been utilized to subdivide the RNA tumor virus group. The classic taxonomic approach is to divide the subfamily into two genera, the Type C oncovirus group and the Type B oncovirus group, and a proposed genus, the Type D oncovirus group, based on virus particle morphology. Type C viruses are then further classified as mammalian, avian, or reptilian,
depending on the normal animal host (Mathews, 1979). Hanafusa (1977) divided RNA tumor viruses into sarcoma viruses, acute leukemia viruses, and lymphatic leukemia viruses, based on the usual pathology induced by the virus. An alternative classification scheme, based on the structures and disease-producing properties of different viruses (Hayward and Neel, 1981) will be used in this thesis. Rapidly transforming viruses, which include replication competent (Rous sarcoma virus) and replication defective (avian defective sarcoma viruses, avian acute leukemia viruses, murine and feline sarcoma viruses, Abelson leukemia virus) induce neoplastic disease in host animals rapidly (2-4 weeks), and with high efficiency (approximately 100% of infected animals). They also transform appropriate target cells in tissue culture. Studies in many laboratories have established that the transforming ability of these viruses resides in a specific gene or genes (oncogenes or **onc** genes) present in the viral genome (see below). Slowly transforming viruses, which include the avian leukosis viruses (ALVs), the murine (MuLVs) and feline (FeLVs) leukemia viruses and the murine mammary tumor virus (MMTV), induce neoplasia only after a latent period of 4-12 months, and with lower efficiency than the rapidly transforming viruses. Slowly transforming viruses do not cause morphologic transformation of any target cell thus far tested in tissue culture. Their genomes lack oncogenes. In addition to the rapidly and slowly transforming viruses, which are exogenous to the host, there are also endogenous retroviruses (see below).

**The virus particle.** The virus particle (virion) consists of
an internal core of structural proteins, an outer membrane derived from the host cell membrane, and surface glycoproteins embedded in the viral membrane (Nermut et al., 1972), which give the virion a spiked appearance. The viral genome is single stranded RNA with a sedimentation value ranging from about 34-39S (7.5-9.5 kb) for nondefective viruses. Two chemically and genetically identical RNA subunits are joined by hydrogen bonding at or near their 5' ends to form a 60-70S complex (Kung et al., 1975). A number of low molecular weight (4-7S) cellular RNAs are found in the particle, either free or associated with the 60-70S complex (Erikson and Erikson, 1970, 1971; Bishop et al., 1970; Sawyer and Dahlberg, 1973; Faras et al., 1973; Sawyer et al., 1974; Waters et al., 1974; Waters, 1975; for review, see Waters and Mullin, 1977). These RNAs include a selected population of tRNAs, plus 5S and 7S ribosomal RNAs (Erikson and Erikson, 1976). One of the tRNAs [tRNA^{trp} for avian viruses (Harada et al., 1975), tRNA^{pro} for murine viruses (Peters et al., 1977)] serves as a primer for synthesis of negative strand viral DNA (Dahlberg et al., 1974). The function, if any, of the other low molecular weight RNAs is unknown, but they may serve a role in viral RNA processing or packaging.

The virus life cycle. Many of the steps in the replication cycle have been deduced from studies of conditional (temperature-sensitive) or nonconditional mutants (Vogt, 1977). These studies have demonstrated that three viral genes are required for virus replication: gag (coding for the virion structural proteins or group-specific antigens), pol (reverse
transcriptase), and env (envelope glycoprotein). All of these gene products are present in virus particles. Other functions (replication of the integrated provirus, RNA synthesis and protein synthesis) are supplied by the host cell.

The infectious cycle begins with the adsorption of virus particles to the cell surface followed by penetration of the cell membrane. Adsorption is nonspecific, involving ionic interactions, but penetration of the cell membrane appears to require a highly specific interaction between cellular receptors and the envelope glycoproteins of the virus. Host range specificity of the virus is generally determined at the penetration step (Hanafusa, 1975; Vogt, 1977).

The intracellular events involved in virus replication are shown schematically in Fig. 1. In the cytoplasm, single-stranded viral RNA is transcribed by reverse transcriptase into a double-stranded linear DNA copy. The DNA is then transported to the nucleus, where some of the linear molecules are converted to closed circular forms. The DNA is integrated into host cell chromosomes via a mechanism that is not well understood. Circular forms of viral DNA may be intermediates in integration (by analogy with bacterial episomes), but there is as yet no direct evidence for this. Integration involves a specific site on the viral DNA, but integration occurs at many sites within the host genome.

The integrated viral DNA (provirus) functions as a stable host cell genetic element. Viral genetic information encoded in the provirus can be transmitted in two ways: (1) by replication of the viral DNA as part of the host cell DNA, and transmission
Figure 1. The virus life cycle
to daughter cells at each cell division (vertical transmission), and (2) by transcription of the proviral template into RNA, packaging into virus particles and infection of neighboring cells (horizontal transmission).

The provirus is the major template for synthesis of viral RNA. The primary transcript undergoes a series of posttranscriptional modifications (capping, internal methylations, polyadenylation, and splicing). Viral genomic RNA and mRNA have the same polarity (positive strand), and may be derived from the same pool of primary transcripts. The mechanism of discrimination between genomic RNA and mRNA and the precise step at which discrimination occurs, are unknown. The mRNA population consists of genome-length RNA plus one or more subgenomic RNAs, which are generated from the primary transcript by splicing.

Genes located near the 5' end of the viral genome are translated from mRNA similar in length to genomic RNA. The internal genes are translated from subgenomic mRNAs. The proteins involved in replication (the gag, pol, and env gene products) are synthesized as large precursor polypeptides, which are subsequently cleaved to generate the active proteins. Several of the proteins are modified, either by phosphorylation or glycosylation. Details of the pathways of protein synthesis and maturation have been described in a review by Eisenman and Vogt (1978).

The virus particles are assembled on the cell membrane, and bud off into the surrounding environment. Virus particles continue to be released throughout the life of the cell and its progeny. Condensation of viral RNA to form the 70S complex apparently occurs after virus release (Cheung et al., 1972;
Endogenous proviruses. Most normal vertebrates contain viral genetic information closely related to that of retroviruses from the same animal species (for reviews, see Hanafusa, 1975; Vogt, 1977; Aaronson and Stephenson, 1977; Robinson 1978; Jaenisch, 1980). These so-called "endogenous proviruses" are transmitted from parent to offspring through the germ line of the animal. Recent experiments in the avian (Astrin, 1978; Astrin et al., 1980) and murine (Cohen and Varmus, 1979) systems have shown that individual proviruses segregate in Mendelian fashion in genetic crosses.

The endogenous proviral genes are generally expressed at low levels, or not at all. Analysis of chicken endogenous proviruses has shown that many are defective (Hayward et al., 1980; Hughes et al., 1981). The generally low levels of expression and/or defectiveness of the endogenous proviruses may help account for their persistance in the germ line of the animal, since the selective pressure against such benign viral genes would be minimal.

The presence of endogenous proviruses in normal cells can often cause serious problems in studies of virus infection. Not only do they provide a background of viral DNA, RNA, and proteins that complicates the analysis of contributions of exogenous viruses, but they can also interact with the infecting virus by phenotypic mixing and recombination. Some endogenous proviruses can occasionally produce infectious virus particles, either spontaneously or following chemical induction (Vogt, 1967; Vogt and
Friis, 1971; Rowe et al., 1971; Lowy et al., 1971; Aaronson et al., 1971; Klement et al., 1971; Teich et al., 1973; Aaronson and Dunn, 1974; Besmer et al., 1975; Greenberger and Aaronson, 1975; Robinson et al., 1976; Crittenden et al., 1977; Rascati and Tenant, 1978; Long et al., 1978).

B. The Molecular Biology of RNA Tumor Viruses

The genetic map. The viral genetic map was deduced first in the avian system, using a variety of biochemical and genetic techniques. By far the most fruitful method was RNase T1 fingerprinting and oligonucleotide mapping (for review, see Wang, 1978; Beemon, 1978). Fig. 2 shows the maps of some representative viruses.

Slowly transforming viruses, whose prototypes are the avian leukosis and murine leukemia viruses, contain the three structural genes gag, pol, and env. An additional region, (often called c), is located near the 3' terminus. Originally, c was defined by oligonucleotide mapping as a region "common" to all exogenous avian retroviruses (Wang and Duesberg, 1974; Wang et al., 1975). Recent investigations of proviral structure indicate that what was defined as c actually consists of 3' sequences (U3) located within the long terminal repeat (LTR) of the provirus (see below) plus other, apparently non-coding sequences (Yamamoto et al., 1980a; Czernilofsky et al., 1980). Although it does not have protein-coding information, c contains important regulatory sequences, such as signals for initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase II, a signal for poly(A) addition, and the initiation
Figure 2. Genetic maps of some representative viruses. Inserted sequences, apparently of cellular origin, are shown in boxes. Sequences thought to code for transforming functions (indicated by cross-hatching) are labeled according to nomenclature proposed at the 1980 RNA tumor virus meeting (Cold Spring Harbor, New York), which is summarized in Coffin et al. (1981).
site for (+) strand DNA synthesis. Another sequence that is probably non-coding is located at the 5' terminus of the genome, and constitutes the leader sequence of viral mRNAs.

Although slowly transforming viruses from different host species have little cross homology, the gene order in all of those tested is the same: 5'-gag-pol-env-c-poly(A). Slowly transforming viruses are probably the progenitors of the rapidly transforming retroviruses, which have acquired additional genetic information from the cell.

The structure of a rapidly transforming virus is that of a slowly transforming virus except that an additional gene(s) (onc gene) is inserted. The inserted gene is derived from the normal cell genome. In most rapidly transforming viruses (e.g., Fujinami sarcoma virus, the avian acute leukemia viruses, Abelson leukemia virus, and the mammalian sarcoma viruses), this insertion replaces viral genetic information; thus most rapidly transforming viruses are replication defective. At least part of the inserted genetic information apparently codes for protein(s) responsible for cell transformation. The size and genetic content of the insert differ in different viruses, as does the site of insertion and the extent of deletion of viral sequences. All of these viruses retain viral sequences located at the extreme 5' and 3' ends of the genome, presumably because these regions contain signals vital for reverse transcription, RNA synthesis, and packaging of viral RNA. There are two isolates of nondefective rapidly transforming viruses, Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) and the closely related Bratislava virus-77 (B77). Both of these viruses contain the same additional gene, src, inserted between env and
c. Otherwise, the gene order in these viruses is the same as in the slowly transforming viruses.

The structure of the provirus. Restriction enzyme analyses have revealed several interesting structural features of the integrated viral DNA (see Figs. 3 and 4) that play important roles in viral RNA synthesis. As first demonstrated for the avian retroviruses, the viral DNA is colinear with viral genomic RNA. However, it extends beyond the limits of the RNA at both the left and right ends (Hsu et al., 1978; Shank et al., 1978b; Hughes et al., 1978; Sabran et al., 1979). RSV genomic RNA contains a short terminal repeat (R) of approximately 20 nucleotides (Haseltine et al., 1977; Shine et al., 1977; Coffin and Haseltine, 1977) (see Fig. 3). The DNA, however, contains a sequence of approximately 350 nucleotides repeated at each end. This long terminal repeat (LTR) consists of three defined segments: U3 (sequences unique to and derived from the 3' end of genomic RNA), R (the short terminal repeat of genomic RNA), and U5 (sequences unique to and derived from the 5' end of genomic RNA) (see Fig. 3). In addition to the short direct repeats within the LTRs, there are short inverted repeats of varying length (depending on the particular virus) at the left and right ends of each LTR (Yamamoto et al., 1980a; Shimotohno et al., 1980). Murine retroviruses have similar proviral structures. In MuLV and MSV, the LTRs are about 500-600 nucleotides (Vande Woude et al., 1979; Gilboa et al., 1979a,b; Hager et al., 1979; Shoemaker et al., 1980; Dhar et al., 1980; Sutcliffe et al., 1980; Van Beveren et al., 1980), whereas MMTV has much larger LTRs, about 1200 nucleo-
Figure 3. Structure of retroviral RNA and DNA. Termini are shown greatly enlarged to emphasize structural details: terminal redundancy on genomic RNA (R); sequences unique to the 5' (U5) and 3'(U3) ends of genomic RNA; long terminal repeat (LTR) on viral DNA. Circular DNA forms containing either one or two copies of the LTR have been identified in infected cells. The form involved in integration (linear or closed circular) has not been positively determined.
tides in size (Shank et al., 1978a; Cohen et al., 1979; Majors and Varmus, 1981).

DNA sequence analyses of integrated proviruses have revealed other interesting features. First, as mentioned earlier, integration normally involves a specific site on the virus. However, there appears to be no specificity for the cellular site of integration. The terminal two nucleotides of the LTR are deleted in integrated proviruses, whereas a short stretch of cellular sequence at sites where a provirus has integrated is duplicated (4-6 nucleotides, depending on the particular virus) (Dhar et al., 1980; Shimotohno et al., 1980; Van Beveren et al., 1980; Ju and Skalka, 1980). This duplication of host sequences results in the LTRs of integrated proviruses being flanked by short direct repeats. Thus the LTR has many structural features in common with known prokaryotic and eukaryotic transposable elements (for review, see Temin, 1980).

The precise mechanism involved in generating the LTRs is not known. It has been postulated that reverse transcription of the viral RNA into DNA involves two "jumps" from one end of the template to the other (Shank et al., 1978b; Gilboa et al., 1979b; reviewed by Coffin, 1979). The primer binding site for (-) strand synthesis [designated (-) PB; Fig. 3], is located a short distance from the 5' end of the genome. Synthesis proceeds "leftward" (to the 5' end of the RNA template). The repeated sequence (R) on the RNA provides homology for pairing between the newly synthesized (-) strand DNA and the 3' end of the RNA, thus allowing a "jump" from the 5' end to the 3' end of the RNA template. Synthesis then proceeds again towards the 5' end of the RNA.
Synthesis of (+) strand DNA probably initiates on the newly synthesized (-) strand, at a site located near the 3' end of the genome [designated (+) PB], and proceeds rightward to the 3' end. A second "jump" then occurs allowing completion of the (+) strand.

**Start and stop signals for transcription of viral genes.**

Promoters for many prokaryotic genes have been extensively characterized. Although the sequences of these promoters are not identical, they share many features. Based on the available information from many different genes, Pribnow (1975, 1979) has defined a consensus prokaryotic promoter consisting of approximately 40 nucleotides immediately upstream from the initiation site. The sequence TATPuATPu (the "Pribnow box") is located 5-6 bases upstream from the initiation site; a second region with the idealized sequence TGTTGACAAATT is located further upstream, separated by 12-14 nucleotides from the Pribnow box. Deletion of the Pribnow box completely abolishes transcription in vivo and in vitro. At least 20 contact points are thought to be involved in the interaction between the polymerase and the DNA.

The promoter in eukaryotic systems has been less well defined. A sequence of 6-9 AT residues (the "TATA" or "Goldberg-Hogness" box) has been found 29-30 bases upstream from the cap site of many eukaryotic mRNAs (see Ziff, 1980). Originally, many investigators thought that this sequence might be analogous to the Pribnow box. This hypothesis was supported by in vitro transcription experiments, in which the presence of the TATA box was absolutely required for initiation of RNA synthesis.
in various transcriptional units by RNA polymerase II (Wasylyk et al., 1980; Corden et al., 1980; Hu and Manley, 1981; Tsai et al., 1981; Wasylyk and Chambon, 1981; Grosveld et al., 1981). However, other evidence suggests that the situation is considerably more complicated. First, there are several SV40 and adenovirus transcriptional units that lack a TATA box (Fiers et al., 1978; Reddy et al., 1978; Ghosh et al., 1978; Flavell et al., 1979). These transcriptional units nevertheless are transcribed in vivo. Similarly, Grosschedl and Birnstiel (1980a) have shown that deletion of the TATA box in the sea urchin H2A histone gene does not abolish transcription in vivo. Instead, these investigators found diminished although significant transcription, but the transcripts had heterogeneous 5' termini. Heterogeneous 5' termini are also found in viral transcriptional units that lack a TATA box (Baker et al., 1979). Thus, rather than being the functional analogue of the Pribnow box, the TATA box seems to play a role in positioning the initiation site; Grosschedl and Birnstiel (1980a,b, 1982) have suggested the term "selector" to describe the function of this region. These investigators also found that deletion of a sequence much further upstream (between 110 and 140 nucleotides from the initiation site) essentially eliminated expression in vivo. They suggest the term "modulator" to describe this region (Grosschedl and Birnstiel, 1980b). A similar split organization of control regions has been found for SV40 (Benoist and Chambon, 1981; Gruss et al., 1981; Banerji et al., 1981; Moreau et al., 1981), the yeast cytochrome C gene (Guarente and Ptashne, 1981; Faye et al., 1981), and the Herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase gene (McKnight et al., 1981), and may be a
general feature of eukaryotic transcriptional units. It is interesting that in several cases these modulator regions appear to function in either orientation relative to the initiation site (Grosschedl and Birnstiel, 1980b; Benoist and Chambon, 1981; Gruss et al., 1981; Banerji et al., 1981; Moreau et al., 1981). This and other recent data (Grosschedl and Birnstiel, 1982) suggest that part of the function of the modulator sequence may be to provide an entry site for RNA polymerase II.

The location of the "promoter" for RNA tumor virus RNA was, until recently, a complete mystery. It was unclear how, if the promoter were located upstream from the initiation site, the virus could encode its own promoter. It now appears that the promoter is located within the LTR. It is encoded near the 3' end of genomic RNA (in U3), and is transferred to the left end of the provirus during reverse transcription (Fig. 3).

DNA sequencing data have demonstrated the presence of an AT-rich sequence resembling a TATA box approximately 30 nucleotides upstream from the cap site, within the LTRs of avian and murine retroviruses (see above sequencing references and Fig. 4). This sequence is located in the same relative position as the TATA box in other eukaryotic genes. In several cases, transcription has been shown to initiate in vitro in the LTR at the appropriate site relative to the TATA box (Yamamoto et al., 1980b; Fuhrman et al., 1981; Ostrowski et al., 1981; see also Results of this thesis). In addition, the LTR appears to contain sequences resembling the modulator sequences described above. The most striking example of this is a 72-base pair (bp) tandem repeat located about 180 nucleotides upstream from the initiation.
site for viral RNA synthesis in the Moloney MSV LTR (Dhar et al., 1980). This sequence has no homology with the 72-bp repeat of SV40, which has been shown to positively modulate SV40 transcription. Nevertheless, the murine LTR 72-bp repeat can substitute functionally for the SV40 repeat in SV40/MSV LTR hybrid molecular clones (Levinson et al., 1982). No large tandem repeat sequence has been found within avian LTRs. However, there are several smaller repeats upstream of the TATA box in avian LTRs which might serve the same function as the murine 72-bp repeats (see sequencing references for avian LTRs).

Another important recognition signal, the AATAAAA sequence, thought to code for cleavage and poly(A) addition [AAUAAA on the viral RNA] is also located within the long terminal repeat, and is encoded near the 3' end of the RNA (Fig. 4). The AAUAAA signal is located approximately 20 nucleotides upstream from the poly(A) addition site on eukaryotic mRNAs (Proudfoot and Brownlee, 1976), and is found in the same relative position on viral genomic RNA. In avian viruses, this sequence is located just to the left of the 20-nucleotide repeat (R) on the viral RNA. Thus it is transcribed into RNA at the 3' end but not at the 5' end.

In MuLV and MSV, "R" is approximately 60 nucleotides long. The AAUAAA is located within R and is thus present at both ends of the RNA. This appears to pose a logistic problem for the virus, since polyadenylation at the 5' site would presumably result in inefficient production of full-length RNA. Benz et al. (1980) have proposed a model that may explain the ability of the adenylating system to discriminate between the left and the right end AAUAAA sequences of MuLV and MSV RNAs. At the 3' end of the
Figure 4. Nucleotide sequence of portions of RSV DNA involved in initiation of transcription and poly(A) addition. Positions corresponding to the capped and polyadenylated sequences of genomic RNA are indicated. Putative signals for capping and poly(A) addition include the Goldberg-Hogness (TATA) box (H) and the AATAAA signal (pA). Sequence shown here is that of D. Schwartz and W. Gilbert (personal communication). Similar sequences have been reported by other groups and for other viruses (see text).
genome, a stable hairpin structure can be formed, ending just
prior to the AAUAAA, and extending leftward some 60 nucleotides.
At the 5' end, however, the last 15 nucleotides of this proposed
hairpin structure are located to the left of the cap site, and
are not transcribed into RNA. An alternative, less stable struc-
ture could be formed at the 5' end. The stable hairpin at the 3'
end might be a necessary recognition signal for the polyadenylat-
ing enzyme(s). It is also possible, however, that adenylation
does occur, in some cases, at the 5' site. This would generate a
small poly(A)-containing RNA; however, such an RNA has not been
reported. If such premature adenylation did occur, it might pro-
vide another type of control of the level of transcription from
the LTR, similar to the attenuator mechanism in bacteria (for
review, see Yanofsky, 1981).

Studies in the adenovirus (Nevins and Darnell, 1978) and
SV40 (Ford and Hsu, 1978) systems indicate that AAUAAA is not a
termination signal. Transcription apparently continues beyond
this site, the RNA is then cleaved, and poly(A) is added. The
nature of the termination signal in eukaryotes is unknown.
Nevertheless, it is possible that the virus encodes a termination
signal downstream from the poly(A) site, within the LTR. In
order to serve as a termination signal at the right end, and not
at the left end, one would have to envision some specialized
mechanism, possibly involving structural features of the RNA.
Alternatively, transcription may continue until it reaches a ter-
mination signal in the adjacent cellular sequences; Yamamoto et
al. (1980a) have shown that this happens at least some of the
time.
Synthesis of viral RNA. Although a small amount of transcription utilizing unintegrated viral DNA as the template cannot be excluded, a wide variety of experiments indicate that integrated viral DNA is the template for viral RNA synthesis (Varmus et al., 1973, 1975, 1976, 1978; Schincariol and Joklik, 1973; Guntaka et al., 1975; Jolicoeur and Baltimore 1976a,b; Sveda and Soeiro, 1976; Bishop et al., 1976; Jolicoeur and Rassart, 1980; Quintrell et al., 1980). Experiments with the specific inhibitor aamanitin indicate that viral RNA synthesis is catalyzed by RNA polymerase II (Jacquet et al., 1974; Rymo et al., 1974; Dinowitz, 1975), which also catalyzes the synthesis of cellular mRNA (Lindell et al, 1970). This is consistent with the existence of putative control sequences for RNA polymerase II within the LTR, as discussed above.

Initiation of normal viral mRNA synthesis occurs within the left LTR at the Cap site (Fig. 4) and proceeds downstream into the viral structural and replicative genes. As mentioned above, it is not clear where termination of viral RNA synthesis occurs. The rate of synthesis of viral RNA has not been measured directly, but estimates can be made from the steady-state concentration of viral RNA and the rate of RNA breakdown. Cells infected with ALV or RSV contain 5,000-20,000 copies of virus-specific RNA (Hayward, 1977). Similar levels have been reported in several other systems such as MuLV (Fan and Baltimore, 1973). Thus viral RNA falls into the "high abundance" class of eukaryotic mRNAs (Hastie and Bishop, 1976). The stability of viral mRNA has been measured in several different retroviral systems, with half-life values ranging from 6-10 hours (Levin and
Rosenak, 1976; Scolnick et al., 1976; Cabradilla et al., 1976; Stacey et al., 1977). Based on an estimated half-life for viral RNA of 8 hr, it can be calculated that viral RNA is synthesized at a rate of approximately 0.3 copies per cell per second. Assuming an average of 2-4 copies of exogenous proviral DNA per cell, this would correspond to about 0.1 copies per provirus per second. Messenger RNA chain elongation in eukaryotic cells proceeds at a rate of approximately 50-100 nucleotides per second (Sehgal et al., 1976). Thus RNA polymerase molecules on the provirus would be located at intervals of 500-1000 nucleotides, and each provirus would contain 10-20 polymerase molecules at any one time. The above calculation is subject to error because of the uncertainties in the various measurements used, but the overall error is probably no greater than 2-4 fold. Furthermore, it is likely that this value underestimates the maximum rate of synthesis, since it represents an average for all integrated proviruses. Analyses in several systems indicate that not all of the integrated proviruses are transcribed at the same rate. Even based upon the lowest value for transcriptional activity within this range, however, the provirus would have to be considered among the most active cellular transcriptional units (Hastie and Bishop, 1976).

Posttranscriptional modifications of viral RNA. Like many other eukaryotic RNAs (for review, see Shatkin, 1976) most retroviral virion RNAs studied, including RSV and ALVs (Keith and Frankel-Conrat, 1975; Furuichi et al., 1975) and MSVs and MuLVS (Bondurant et al., 1976; Rose et al., 1976) contain a cap struc-
ture at their 5' end. Both avian and murine viruses have, in addition to a terminal 7-methyl G residue, a penultimate 2-0-methyl G and a non-methylated third residue, i.e., a Cap I type structure (Shatkin, 1976). Cellular retroviral RNAs contain the same cap structure at their 5' ends (Mellon and Duesberg, 1977; Cordell et al., 1978). Evidence from the adenovirus system suggest that capping in eukaryotes is the earliest posttranscriptional modification, occurring almost simultaneously with initiation in vivo (Weber et al., 1977; Fraser et al., 1978, 1979; Evans et al., 1979; Salditt-Georgieff et al., 1980) and in vitro (Weil et al., 1979; Manley et al., 1979, 1980).

Retroviral genomic (Lai and Duesberg, 1972; Rho and Green, 1974; Quade et al., 1974; Wang and Duesberg, 1974) and messenger (Hayward, 1977; Weiss et al., 1977) RNAs contain poly(A) at their 3' ends. Kinetic studies of the adenovirus late transcriptional unit indicate that poly(A) addition occurs within 30-90 seconds of RNA synthesis, before completion of polymerase II transit (Nevins and Darnell, 1978) and before internal adenosine methylation (Chen-Kiang et al., 1979). Whether these findings will hold true in retrovirus-infected cells is as yet unclear, but it seems likely that at least the order of posttranscriptional events is the same for all eukaryotes.

Retroviral genomic RNA contains 10-12 residues of internal 6-methyladenosine internally (Furuichi et al., 1975; Stoltzfus and Dimock, 1976; Beemon and Keith, 1977). Distribution of these residues is not random (Beemon and Keith, 1977; Dimock and Stoltzfus, 1978). Instead, most of the m^6A is found between 500 and 4000 nucleotides from the 3' terminus of the genome; i.e.,
the regions of the src and env genes (Beemon and Keith, 1977). Very few, if any, residues map further upstream. This observation prompted Beemon and Keith (1977) to suggest that methylated regions are conserved in further RNA processing. Although this is consistent with recent results in the adenovirus system (Chen-Kiang et al., 1979), it should be noted that the above retroviral methylation studies were done only with genomic RNA. Recently, Stoltzfus (personal communication) has shown that m^6A is largely conserved in subgenomic mRNA, but precise quantitation and mapping have not yet been performed. Perhaps the most surprising discovery in eukaryotic molecular biology in recent years was the report that adenovirus-2 late mRNAs contained sequences at their 5' ends specified by non-contiguous DNA (Gelinas and Roberts, 1977; Klessig, 1977; Chow et al., 1977; Berget et al., 1977), so called "RNA splicing". Since that time, splicing has been shown to be involved in the generation of virtually all eukaryotic mRNAs.

The genetic content of retroviral mRNAs was established first for the avian viruses; similar strategies of viral gene expression are followed by the mammalian viruses. Using cDNA probes specific for different portions of the viral genome (corresponding roughly to the gag, pol, env, and src genes and the c region of RSV), Hayward (1977) and Weiss et al. (1977) performed nucleic acid hybridization experiments on size-fractionated poly(A) RNA from virus-infected cells. Three major RNA species, with sedimentation values of approximately 39S, 28S and 21S, were detected in RSV-infected cells. The 39S RNA had a genetic content essentially identical to genomic RNA. The
subgenomic 28S RNA contained env, src, and c information, whereas
the 21S RNA had only src and c information. Based on this data,
these workers suggested that the structures of the subgenomic
RNAs were: (28S) 5'-env-src-c-poly(A), and (21S) 5'-src-c-
poly(A). Similar studies for ALV-infected cells revealed only
two major species: a larger, genome-length mRNA, and a subgenomic
(21S) RNA of structure 5'-env-c-poly(A) (see Fig. 5).

All nondefective retroviruses have at least two mRNAs that
conform to the general scheme described above. Several defective
retroviruses also have subgenomic mRNAs (Anderson et al., 1980;
Sheiness et al., 1981; Gonda et al., 1981; Chen et al., 1981;
Chiswell et al., 1981). However, others express only a single
genome-length RNA.

The finding of splicing in the adenovirus system, coupled
with the description of subgenomic mRNAs in retrovirus-infected
cells prompted several investigators to examine whether a splic-
ing mechanism was involved in the genesis of these subgenomic
mRNAs. Splicing has been demonstrated in several murine and
avian retrovirus systems by a variety of liquid hybridization,
oligonucleotide fingerprinting, and heteroduplex techniques
(Weiss et al., 1977; Mellon and Duesberg, 1977; Cordell et al.,
1978; Krzyzek et al., 1978; Rothenberg et al., 1978; Fan and
Verma, 1978; Donoghue et al., 1978, 1979; Faller et al., 1978;
Robertson and Varmus, 1979; Stoltzfus and Kuhnert, 1979). The
size of the leader sequence in the avian system is approximately
390 nucleotides (Hackett et al., 1982; G. Gasic and W.S. Hayward,
personal communication). Apparently the same leader is spliced
to both subgenomic mRNAs in RSV-infected cells (Hackett et al.,
Figure 5. Avian sarcoma virus (ASV) and avian leukosis virus (ALV) mRNAs and their primary translation products. RNA sequences removed by splicing are indicated by broken lines. The putative mRNAs for Pr180\textsuperscript{gag-pol} have not been directly identified. The indicated splice between gag and pol (to remove terminating codons at the end of the gag gene and shift the reading frame) is suggested by sequencing data of D. Schwartz and W. Gilbert (personal communication).
Translation of viral mRNA. A variety of cell-free translation and microinjection experiments have demonstrated that genome-length mRNA directs the synthesis of the gag gene product (Von der Helm and Duesberg, 1975; Naso et al., 1975a,b; Gielkins et al., 1976; Pawson et al., 1976; Kerr et al., 1976), whereas subgenomic mRNA's direct the synthesis of internal viral genes (Gielkins et al., 1976; van Zaane et al., 1977; Stacey et al., 1977; Pawson et al., 1977; Purchio et al., 1977; Pawson et al., 1980a) (see Fig. 5). For those defective transforming viruses that express only one RNA species, cell-free translation experiments result in the synthesis of a single protein, usually a fusion polyprotein between the gag gene and the onc gene of the virus (Hayman, 1981, see Fig. 5).

C. Mechanisms of Oncogenesis by RNA Tumor Viruses

Rapidly transforming viruses. Rapidly transforming viruses contain a gene(s) that encodes a transforming protein(s). At least 12 discrete transforming genes have been identified among the various avian and mammalian rapidly transforming viruses (for list, see Coffin et al., 1981). The prototypic transforming protein is p60\textsuperscript{src} of RSV, first identified by Erikson and his coworkers (Purchio et al., 1977; Brugge and Erikson, 1977), and extensively characterized by a number of groups (Brugge and Erikson, 1977; Purchio et al., 1977; 1978; Brugge et al., 1978; Beemon and Hunter, 1978; Levinson et al., 1978; Sefton et al., 1979; Hunter and Sefton, 1980; Collett et al., 1980). p60\textsuperscript{src} has
an associated protein kinase activity (Collett and Erikson, 1978; Levinson et al., 1978) with specificity for tyrosine residues (Hunter and Sefton, 1980; Collett et al., 1980; Sefton et al., 1980). Recently, p60^{src} synthesized in *E. coli* has been shown to possess tyrosine protein kinase activity (Gilmer and Erikson, 1981; McGrath and Levinson, 1982); thus the kinase activity seems to be an intrinsic property of p60^{src}, rather than a contaminating cellular kinase. p60^{src} protein is synthesized in the cytoplasm (Brugge et al., 1977a; Lee et al., 1979; Purchio et al., 1980) but the mature protein is found mainly associated with the plasma membrane (Willingham et al., 1979; Krueger et al., 1980; Courtneidge et al., 1980; Rohrschneider, 1980). Recent evidence shows that in the plasma membrane, p60^{src} is located in adhesion plaques (Rohrschneider, 1980). Several putative cellular substrates for this protein have also been identified, including vinculin (also associated with adhesion plaques) (Sefton et al., 1981) and a 34,000-36,000 major cellular protein of as yet unknown identity (Radke et al., 1980; Erikson and Erikson, 1980). Little is known, however, about the mode of action of the *src* protein.

Several other (but not all) rapidly transforming viruses encode tyrosine protein kinases [e.g. FSV (Hanafusa et al., 1980; Lee et al., 1980), FeSV (Barbacid et al., 1980b; Van de Ven et al., 1980; Abelson MuLV (Witte et al., 1980), Y73 (Kawai et al., 1980) and UR2 (Feldman et al., 1982). In many cases, the kinase activity resides in a *gag-onc* fusion polyprotein (Witte et al., 1978; Hanafusa et al., 1980; Lee et al., 1980; Barbacid et al., 1980a; Van de Ven et al., 1980; Kawai et al., 1980; Feldman et
al., 1980, 1982). However since, in many cases, different viruses encode the same transforming gene but have $\text{gag-}\text{onc}$ fusion polyproteins containing varying amounts of $\text{gag}$, it seems unlikely that the $\text{gag}$ information is involved in oncogenesis. The finding that a number of transforming proteins have protein kinase activity specific for tyrosine is interesting since the majority of cellular protein kinases have specificity for serine or threonine. Indeed, transformation is associated with a 7-10 fold increase in the level of phosphotyrosine (Hunter and Sefton, 1980). It is possible that some of the $\text{onc}$ proteins may have related functions in the cell. This hypothesis is supported by the finding that the transforming proteins of Rous sarcoma virus ($p60^{\text{src}}$) and FSV ($P140^{\text{fps}}$) phosphorylate a specific cellular protein of molecular weight 34,000-36,000 at the same site (Erikson et al., 1981). Much work remains to be done to determine whether there is a final common pathway for the action of the transforming proteins.

Some transforming proteins do not appear to be tyrosine protein kinases. For example, the avian acute leukemia virus MC29 encodes a fusion protein of molecular weight 110,000 that does not appear to have kinase activity in vitro or in vivo (Bister et al., 1977, 1980; Kitchener and Hayman, 1980; Sefton et al., 1980). Recent evidence suggests that the $\text{myc}$ protein is located in the cell nucleus (S. Eisenman, personal communication), rather than on the cell membrane (as is the $\text{src}$ protein). This suggests that the $\text{myc}$ protein may exert its action directly on cellular DNA, perhaps serving as a generalized transcriptional activator or as a transposase. It seems likely that cell-membrane-
associated transforming proteins play a role in communication between the cell surface and the nucleus.

As mentioned earlier, the viral onc genes are derived from cellular genetic information. This was first suggested by Stehelin et al. (1976), who demonstrated that the src gene of RSV has a homologous counterpart in normal, uninfected cells. Cellular homologues of the transforming genes (or putative transforming genes) of several other rapidly transforming viruses have also been identified (Frankel and Fischinger, 1976; Roussel et al., 1979; Sheiness and Bishop, 1979; Sherr et al., 1979; Chien et al., 1979; Baltimore et al., 1980; Oskarsson et al., 1980; Simek and Rice, 1980; Chen, 1980; Shibuya et al., 1982). Although it has not been rigorously shown for all rapidly transforming viruses, it is thought that all viral transforming genes have cellular counterparts (c-onc genes), which are the precursors to the viral transforming genes (v-onc genes.) The c-onc genes are expressed at low levels in most cells (Frankel and Fischinger, 1976; Wang et al., 1977; Spector et al., 1978a,b; Frankel et al., 1979; Roussel et al., 1979; Sheiness and Bishop, 1979; Chen, 1980; Shibuya et al., 1982). However, the levels of expression of a given c-onc gene may vary in different tissues at different times in the lifetime of an animal (Chen, 1980; Shibuya et al., 1982; C.-K. Shih and W.S. Hayward, personal communication; T. Gonda, personal communication; S. Saule and D. Stehelin, personal communication). Also, the possibility that there is cell-cycle dependent variation in the level of expression of c-onc genes has not been investigated. In no case has the function of a c-onc gene been determined. However, in those cases analyzed, c-onc
genes have been found to be highly conserved in all vertebrates
(Spector et al., 1978c; Sheiness and Bishop, 1979; Stehelin et al., 1980; Baltimore et al., 1980; Shibuya et al., 1982). Thus
it seems likely that these genes play some essential role in con-
trol of cell growth, differentiation, or development.

The simplest model for rapidly transforming virus-induced
neoplastic transformation, and quite likely the correct one, is
that abnormal cell growth results from the constitutive expres-
sion of a c-onc gene that is normally expressed at low (or regu-
lated) levels. These cellular genes have become linked to the
highly active viral promoter by recombination at some point in
the evolution of the viruses. Hanafusa and his coworkers
(Hanafusa et al., 1977; Halpern et al., 1979) have demonstrated
the generation of sarcoma viruses after infection of chickens
with certain transformation defective (td) mutants of RSV. Simi-
lar viruses were later obtained by Vigne et al. (1979). The so-
called "recovered avian sarcoma viruses" (rASVs) contain src-
related information derived from c-src (Wang et al., 1978; Karess
et al., 1979; Karess and Hanafusa, 1981; T. Takeya and H.
Hanafusa, personal communication). Incorporation of these
sequences into rASV results in a 100- to 1000-fold increase in
the level of expression of src-related mRNA and protein compared
with normal fibroblasts (Karess et al., 1979). These experiments
suggested that c-src is potentially oncogenic if expressed at
high levels (or expressed in the wrong cell at the wrong time).
It was not absolutely clear from these experiments, however, that
c-src was functionally identical to v-src because generation of
rASVs was only possible when the parental td mutant retained part
of the v-src gene; all of the rASVs retained part of the v-src gene of the parental td virus. Thus it was not certain that increased expression of a normal cellular gene alone was sufficient for oncogenesis.

Recently, there have been direct demonstrations that increased expression of an otherwise normal cellular gene causes neoplastic transformation. Oskarsson et al. (1980) cloned the cellular sequences (c-mos) corresponding to the transforming gene (v-mos) of Moloney MSV. If the cloned DNA is linked to the MSV LTR, neoplastic transformation of NIH/3T3 cells occurs at high efficiency in a transfection assay (Oskarsson et al., 1980; Blair et al., 1981). Thus the endogenous gene is capable of transforming the cell under appropriate conditions without any apparent alteration in the coding region of the gene and without the participation of any viral coding sequences. Since the sequence of the acquired c-mos gene in the transformants was not determined, it is not possible to rigorously exclude mutation of c-mos in addition to increased expression. However, the observed transformation efficiency is quite high, so this seems unlikely. Similar levels of transformation of NIH/3T3 cells were obtained with molecularly cloned v-mos linked to the LTR (Blair et al., 1980). DeFeo et al. (1981) have recently reported analogous results for v-ras (the transforming gene of Harvey sarcoma virus) and c-ras. The role of the LTR in these experiments is not completely clear. It seems likely that part of its function is to provide an active promoter and control signals, which induce high levels of expression of the onc gene. Blair et al. (1981) found transcripts in their c-mos transformants that were consistent
with initiation from the LTR. However, the possibility that the linked LTR plays an important role in integration, perhaps in directing integration into transcriptionally active regions of the genome, has not been excluded.

*Slowly transforming viruses.* Thus far, no viral protein has been shown to be directly responsible for neoplasia induced by this class of viruses. Studies of murine viruses have indicated that alterations in the envelope glycoprotein can influence oncogenesis (Elder et al., 1977; Rommeleare et al., 1978). However, if a viral protein is involved, its effect must be indirect, since neoplastic transformation is induced in MuLV-infected animals only after a latent period of several months. In many cases, neoplasia induced by ecotropic MuLV is preceded by the appearance of more highly oncogenic recombinant viruses that have dual-tropic host range. These viruses have been termed MCF viruses (so named for the ability of these viruses to cause foci on mink cells). These viruses still induce neoplasia only after a significant latent period (at least one month). Although it is likely that MCF viruses are the proximate carcinogens in MuLV-induced neoplasia, it also seems likely that the basis for their enhanced oncogenicity involves increased ability to infect certain target cells rather than the function of a specific viral protein. For the avian slowly transforming viruses, specifically the avian leukosis viruses, there is no evidence for the generation of an intermediate, more highly oncogenic recombinant virus. The mechanism of oncogenesis by slowly transforming viruses was, until recently, obscure. The basic question
remained: how could a virus lacking a transforming gene induce neoplasia?

D. Etiology and Pathogenesis of ALV-induced Diseases

Etiologic agents. The prototypes of the slowly transforming viruses are the avian leukosis viruses (ALVs), first described by Ellerman and Bang (1909). The inability of these viruses to cause transformation in tissue culture made study of ALVs more difficult than study of avian rapidly transforming viruses, so ALVs were relegated to a secondary role in early tumor virology. Since many ALV strains were originally isolated as helper viruses associated with the env-defective Bryan strain of RSV, ALV isolates were often designated Rous-associated viruses (RAV). Similar helper viruses were found associated with the avian acute leukemia viruses, for example: MCAV (myelocytomatosis virus-associated virus), EAV (erythroblastosis virus-associated virus), and MAV (myeloblastosis virus-associated virus). More obscure nomenclature has also been used, including RPL (for regional poultry laboratory, the site of isolation of many of these viruses), and YAV ("yet another virus"). Deletion mutants of RSV that have lost the src gene (td mutants), and thus the ability to induce rapidly developing neoplasia, are still able to induce the same types of slowly developing neoplasia as other ALV (Biggs et al., 1973; Purchase et al., 1977). These deletion mutants will be classified as ALV in this thesis.

Differences in pathogenicity between exogenous and endogenous viruses: the role of env and c in ALV oncogenesis.
Although most exogenous ALVs induce neoplastic disease, the endogenous ALV, Rous-associated virus-0 (RAV-0), appears to be essentially non-oncogenic in chickens (Motta et al., 1975; Crittenden et al., 1979). Comparison of the genomes of exogenous ALVs and RAV-O by hybridization (Neiman et al., 1977; Hayward, 1977) and oligonucleotide fingerprinting (Coffin et al., 1978) revealed differences primarily in the 3' portion of the genome, within env and c. Since endogenous viruses have envelope glycoproteins of subgroup E specificity, it seemed possible that env might be involved in oncogenesis.

To test this possibility, the oncogenicity of recombinants (termed RAV-60s) between RAV-0 and exogenous viruses (Hanafusa et al., 1970) was tested (Crittenden et al., 1980; Robinson et al., 1980; Weiss and Frisby, 1981). RAV-60s have acquired most of their genetic information from the exogenous virus, but have acquired the env gene, with subgroup E host range, from RAV-0 (Hayward and Hanafusa, 1975; Shoyab and Baluda, 1976). All RAV-60 isolates tested, unlike RAV-O, caused lymphomas in susceptible chickens. Thus, oncogenicity did not seem to be related to the env gene. RAV-60s have c information derived from the exogenous parent (Crittenden et al., 1980; Robinson et al., 1980; Tsichlis and Coffin, 1980). The only genetic region that was consistently associated with oncogenicity was c. Thus, attention focused on the role of the c region in ALV oncogenesis. Since this region does not appear to encode a protein, but contains U3, as well as additional information, the working hypothesis of many investigators (and, indeed, part of the initial reasoning behind the model for ALV oncogenesis presented below) was that the low
oncogenicity of RAV-0 reflected the relative "weakness" of the endogenous viral signals for transcription by RNA polymerase II ("weak promoter"). In support of this hypothesis was the observation that RAV-0 replicates poorly in most avian cells compared with exogenous viruses (Hanafusa et al., 1975). It is ironic, therefore, that two recent findings indicate that the situation is much more complicated. First, Tsichlis and Coffin (1980) isolated a recombinant (NTRE-7) that has C region sequences similar to RAV-60 (exogenous type), and replicates actively, but which induces neoplasia with decreased efficiency, increased latency, and of altered spectrum (see below) than exogenous viruses. Perhaps even more surprising, Weiss and Frisby (1981) have found that RAV-0 induces lymphomas with high frequency (about 50%) in Sonnerat Junglefowl. In this particular host, RAV-0 replicates to high titers. Clearly, other viral and host-related factors in addition to C are important in oncogenesis.

Spectrum of neoplastic disease induced by ALV. ALVs induce a wide variety of neoplastic and non-neoplastic diseases in chickens. The neoplasm most frequently observed in most studies is B-cell lymphoma, arising in the bursa of Fabricius, but other neoplasms, such as fibrosarcomas, nephroblastomas and erythroblastosis are also observed (Purchase et al., 1977; Purchase and Burmester, 1978).

The incidence and spectrum of diseases can vary widely, depending on such factors as virus titer, site of injection, age of the bird at the time of infection, and genetic composition of the virus and the host. In general, the incidence of neoplasia
is highest (often as high as 80-90%) in birds that are infected either in the embryo, or during the first few weeks after hatching. Burmester et al. (1959) reported both age-dependent and virus titer-dependent differences in the incidence of specific neoplasms. Using RPL-12 virus (a field isolate, containing a mixture of ALVs), they observed a high incidence of erythroleukemia in birds infected with large amounts of virus, or at early times (within one week of hatching). Lower amounts of virus, or later times of infection, favored development of lymphomas. Bacon et al. (1981) observed a high incidence (up to 25%) of erythroleukemia in line 15I chickens infected with RAV-1, a virus that induces primarily B-cell lymphomas in most other birds. These studies indicated that the incidence of erythroleukemia was strongly influenced by the B-haplotype of the chicken. The observed differences in incidence and spectrum of neoplasia disease undoubtedly reflect, at least in part, a greater susceptibility to virus infection at early stages of development, when the immune system is not yet fully functional. However, other development-related phenomena, for example, possible differences in chromatin configuration of certain regions of the genome, or possible differences in permitted sites for viral integration, may play a role in differences in the pathologies observed (see Discussion).

Pathogenesis of B-cell lymphomas induced by ALV. Development of B-cell lymphomas in ALV-infected birds appears to be a multi-stage process (Cooper et al., 1968; Neiman et al., 1980a). The first morphologic change observed is the appearance of
"transformed follicles" in the bursa at about two months of age in birds infected shortly after hatching. As many as 10-100 follicles may appear in a single bursa (Neiman et al., 1980). Later, most of these follicles regress, possibly in response to normal physiologic signals that cause regression of the bursa at 4-6 months of age. One, or at most a few, of the transformed follicles, however, continue growing and give rise to transformed nodules, which are observed at about 3 months. Transformed nodules may become clearly defined bursal lymphomas, and give rise to widely disseminated metastatic disease. Metastases typically involve the liver, kidneys and spleen, but may involve other organs including the heart, lungs, pleura and peritoneum. Tumor cells contain surface IgM (Cooper et al., 1974), suggesting that the target cell for transformation is an immature B-cell. Transformation apparently results in a block of differentiation prior to heavy chain switching.

The bursa is clearly the source of target cells for B-cell lymphomagenesis; B-cell lymphomas fail to arise in bursectomized animals, although other neoplasms occur (Peterson et al., 1964, 1966; Cooper et al., 1968; Burmester, 1969; Purchase and Gilmore, 1975). Bursectomy as late as 12 weeks after infection prevents the development of metastatic disease (Cooper et al., 1968), and bursectomy as late as 5 months substantially reduces the incidence of metastases (Peterson et al., 1966). Thymectomy has no apparent influence on lymphoma development, suggesting that the thymus is not the source of either target cells for transformation, or cells vital for the host anti-tumor response.

Little in known about the early stages in development of
other ALV-induced neoplasms, such as nephroblastomas, fibrosarcomas, and erythroleukemias.

**Other diseases induced by ALV.** Osteopetrosis, a proliferative disorder of bone, is often found at later times in ALV-infected birds. It is unclear whether this hyper-proliferative state is non-neoplastic or pre-neoplastic at present. However, there is some evidence that birds with osteopetrosis may have a higher incidence of osteosarcoma (R. Smith, personal communication). Smith and Ivanyi (1980) have isolated a "helper" virus, MAV-2(0), from avian myeloblastosis virus stocks, which induces a high incidence of osteopetrosis, with very short latency (2-6 weeks). Recent studies (R.E. Smith, personal communication) indicate that the agent responsible for this disease is a minor component of the MAV-2(0) population. Preliminary oligonucleotide fingerprinting studies failed to discern any difference between high- and low-incidence osteopetrosis strains of MAV-2. Interestingly, the high incidence and rapid appearance of osteopetrosis induced by the MAV-2(0) agent only occurs when the virus is injected into early embryos.

The recombinant virus NTRE-7 (Tsichlis and Coffin, 1980), induces very few lymphomas, but causes osteopetrosis at late times (J. Coffin and H. Robinson, personal communication). Neither of the parental viruses of this recombinant (RAV-0 and a tdPr-B RSV isolate) are strongly oncogenic, and neither induces osteopetrosis at detectable levels.

Other non-neoplastic diseases in addition to osteopetrosis have been reported. These include anemia, cachexia, and a "non-
neoplastic syndrome" (NNS) that appears early (6-12 weeks) after infection (Crittenden et al., 1981). NNS has some characteristics of an autoimmune disease. It is characterized by a variety of lesions, including ascites, cardiomyopathy and decreased liver size, premature bursal atrophy, myositis and death. This disease is found only in birds that are not expressing endogenous proviral information. One hypothesis is that the disease is caused by a hyperimmune response directed against retroviral antigens. Birds expressing endogenous viral genes might display tolerance to exogenous retroviral antigens. Chickens that lack any endogenous proviral information (Astrin et al., 1979) are particularly susceptible to NNS. Earlier breeding studies (Astrin et al., 1979) established that endogenous proviral information was not essential for normal avian development. If the above hypothesis is correct, then endogenous viruses might have been conserved in evolution to help protect against NNS.

E. A Model for Oncogenesis by ALV

Based on structural characteristics of the LTR, characteristics of the retrovirus life cycle, and oncogenicity experiments that suggested that oncogenic potential resided primarily in c, Hayward (Hayward et al., 1981a) suggested a model for oncogenesis by ALV, and, by analogy, other slowly transforming viruses (Fig. 6). In the integrated ALV provirus, the viral structural and replicative genes are flanked by LTRs. All studies conducted thus far indicate that proviral integration is essentially random (Hughes et al., 1978; Steffen and Weinberg, 1978; Cohen et al.,
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Figure 6. The promoter insertion model of oncogenesis. The integrated provirus is shown schematically, with LTRs enlarged (see also Figs. 3 and 4). cDNA5, (5' probe) is complementary to the first 101 nucleotides of ALV RNA (Haseltine et al., 1977; Shine et al., 1977), and thus corresponds to R + U5 in the diagram. Synthesis of normal viral RNA (genomic and mRNA) initiates within the left LTR. Initiation within the right LTR could result in elevated transcription of adjacent cellular sequences. If, as a rare event, the provirus integrated adjacent to a potentially oncogenic cellular gene (c-onc), then transcriptional activation of this gene might lead to neoplastic transformation.
Normal viral genomic and mRNA synthesis utilizes the left LTR. But since the left and right LTRs are identical, it might be expected that initiation could also occur within the right LTR. Transcription initiating in the right LTR, and reading into adjacent cellular sequences, could result in enhanced expression of these cellular sequences. Transcripts apparently initiated in the right LTR had been found earlier in some RSV-transformed mammalian cell clones (Quintrell et al., 1980), and a heterogeneous population of such transcripts was found in randomly infected cell populations (W.S. Hayward, personal communication). If an ALV provirus is capable of activating an adjacent cellular gene, then integration adjacent to a cellular gene with oncogenic potential (i.e., a c-onc gene) might induce elevated expression of this gene, and result in neoplasia. Such a mechanism would be analogous in some ways to that involved in oncogenesis by rapidly transforming viruses. The essential feature in both cases is that a normal cellular gene is placed under viral transcriptional control. With the slowly transforming viruses, however, linkage involves insertion of the viral promoter (LTR) into cellular DNA; hence this model is called the "promoter insertion" model of oncogenesis (Hayward et al., 1981a,b; Neel et al., 1981)

F. The Scope of This Thesis

The studies presented in this thesis fall into four major areas:
(i) The promoter insertion model of oncogenesis—essential elements:

I analyzed the virus-related poly(A) RNA from a large number of ALV-induced tumors. Together with analysis of the virus-related DNA (performed by Susan Astrin, The Institute for Cancer Research, Fox Chase Cancer Center) and hybridization kinetic studies of the genetic content of virus-related RNAs in these tumors (performed by William S. Hayward, Rockefeller University), these results show that in about 85% of lymphomas induced by ALV, an ALV provirus is integrated adjacent to c-myc, the cellular counterpart of the transforming gene (v-myc) of MC29 virus. Integration results in new transcripts initiating from the ALV LTR, containing viral 5' and c-myc information. These RNAs are expressed at high levels in tumors. These studies verified the essential aspects of the promoter insertion model.

(ii) Oncogene activation—molecular details:

I molecularly cloned DNA representing the provirus-host cell junction in an ALV-induced lymphoma. Charles Rogler (Fox Chase) isolated a similar clone from another, independent ALV-induced lymphoma. I compared the structures of these two clones to each other as well as to a clone of the normal c-myc gene, which I isolated from a chicken genomic library, and a clone containing the v-myc gene, which I obtained from Takis Papas (National Institutes of Health), by restriction mapping. This comparison, together with S-1 deletion mapping analysis, demonstrated that in both tumors, normal integration events had occurred adjacent to c-myc, without structural alteration of the bulk of c-myc coding.
sequences. The LTR in both tumors was oriented such that transcription could initiate within the LTR and proceed downstream into c-myc. c-myc contains at least two exons and one intron, and probably at least four exons and three introns. In vitro transcription studies show that the major initiation site for RNA polymerase II in vitro in the tumor-derived clones was the viral initiation site in the LTR. In c-myc, however, there are at least two putative initiation sites in vitro.

(iii) Isolation of a new recombinant sarcoma virus from an ALV-induced lymphoma:

One tumor induced by the slowly transforming virus td107A was a fibrosarcoma. A replication-defective rapidly transforming virus was isolated from this tumor and characterized. Hybridization analysis indicated that the genome of this virus contained the fps gene. Oligonucleotide fingerprinting experiments, conducted with Lu-Hai Wang (Rockefeller University), indicate that this new virus is a recombinant between the parental td107A virus and the cellular fps gene.

(iv) Isolation of molecular clones of human c-onc genes:

Based on the implications of the promoter insertion model for ALV oncogenesis, namely that activation of a normal cellular gene can result in neoplasia, it seemed reasonable to see if activation of c-onc genes played a role in human cancers. As a first step, I have isolated parts of human myc-related and src-related DNAs and characterized them by restriction mapping. Several types of experiments with these clones are now possible and are in progress.
**Materials and Methods**

**Animal cells and viruses.** Chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEFs) were obtained from group-specific antigen negative (gs⁻) eggs supplied by SPAFAS (Norwich, Conn.). Primary and secondary cultures were prepared and maintained as described (Hanafusa, 1969). Cell culture conditions and virus titration methods were those of Hanafusa (1969). All fibroblast cultures used were negative for both chicken helper factor (chf) and gs antigen as determined by complement fixation (Hanafusa et al., 1972). RP-9, a continuous lymphoid cell line derived from a RAV-2-induced bursal lymphoma, was supplied by W. Okazaki (Regional Poultry Laboratory, East Lansing, Michigan). It was maintained in suspension culture in tissue culture flasks (Falcon) or spinner bottles. The media was RPMI 1640 (GIBCO) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum, 5% chicken serum, 10% tryptose phosphate broth, and 10 ug/ml Fungizone. Cells were passaged every 2 days, when cell densities had reached 1-3 million cells per milliliter.

The viruses used in this study included Rous-associated viruses-1 and 2 (RAV-1 and RAV-2), transformation-defective mutants of the Schmidt-Ruppin strain of Rous sarcoma virus (td107A, td103, and td109) (Kawai et al., 1977), Fujinami sarcoma virus (FSV), both the wild type strain and NY225, a temperature-sensitive mutant (Hanafusa et al., 1981), URL, and 16L virus, which was obtained in the course of these studies. All of these viruses except 16L were obtained from the laboratory stocks of either H. Hanafusa or W.S. Hayward. Virus infection of fibroblast cultures was usually at multiplicities of one to five.
16L virus was isolated from liver tumors present in chicken 16, which was infected in embryo with td107A. The tumor, which had been frozen, was homogenized by grinding in a sterile mortar containing extraction solution (Tris-saline containing 5% fetal calf serum) to give 20% (w/v) homogenates. The resulting suspension was centrifuged, and the supernatant was used to infect secondary CEFs treated with DEAE-dextran. These cultures were overlaid with agar and examined at one week for evidence of transformation. Initial virus titers were $10^3$ to $10^4$ focus-forming units (FFU)/ml. Confluently transformed cultures were obtained following several cycles of transfer and agar overlay. Virus produced from such cultures had a titer of about $10^7$ FFU/ml. The same procedure was used to recover virus from several ALV-induced lymphomas. The viruses recovered from lymphomas in this fashion were not capable of producing foci on CEF (see Results).

Virus for RNA extraction or complementary DNA preparation was harvested and purified as described previously (Hayward and Hanafusa, 1973), except that pronase and hyaluronidase treatment were omitted.

Production of Lymphoid Leukosis. Hatched chickens were from gs− chf− eggs supplied by SPAFAS or Life Sciences (St. Petersburg, Fla.). The latter are provided through the Resource Program, National Cancer Institute. ALV ($10^6$-$10^7$ infectious units) was injected intravenously or intramuscularly between 2-7 days after hatching. Some birds were infected with ALV in embryo and were generously supplied by Teruko Hanafusa and Lu-Hai Wang.
Tumors first appeared at approximately 16 weeks post-infection. Control birds received no injections, and were maintained in isolation from infected birds. Birds were sacrificed using ether, and tissues were excised for nucleic acid extraction and histopathology. Paraffin-embedded sections were kindly performed and evaluated by James Walberg, Rockefeller University.

**RNA extraction.** Extraction of total nucleic acid from fibroblasts was performed as described previously (Hayward, 1977), except that incubation with proteinase K was performed for 1 hour at 37°C. $^{32}$P-labeled chicken 27S and 18S rRNAs used as size markers in gel analyses were prepared from confluent fibroblast monolayers grown in tissue culture flasks (Corning). The cells were exposed to low phosphate media for 6 hr and then 2 mCi of carrier-free $^{32}$P-orthophosphate (New England Nuclear) were added in 15 ml low phosphate media. Labeling was for 12 hr, followed by 3 changes of media at 3 hour intervals (Wang et al., 1975). RNA extraction was as above. Sucrose density gradient (15-30%) fractionation was then performed as described previously (Hayward, 1977). Ribosomal RNA peaks were located by Cerenkov counting, and the RNA was precipitated with ethanol.

Total nucleic acid was extracted from homogenized tumors essentially as described for fibroblasts.

$^{32}$P-labeled 35S RAV-2 RNA was extracted from virions purified from fibroblast cultures labeled as described above by the method of Hayward (1977). $^{32}$P-labeled 16L viral RNA was isolated by a variation of this procedure designed to minimize RNA degra-
dation. CEF cultures confluently transformed with 16L virus were labeled with 1 mCi/ml of carrier-free $^{32}$P-orthophosphate for 12 hr as described previously (Wang et al., 1975). The 12 hour supernatant was discarded and culture fluids were then collected at two hour intervals for 10 hr. Cellular debris were removed immediately as described previously (Hayward, 1977). This RNA was immediately heat-denatured and poly(A)-selected by oligo(dT)-cellulose chromatography. Poly(A) RNA was size-fractionated by sucrose density gradient centrifugation. Fractions from the 35S ("helper") and 30S ("16L") regions of the gradient were pooled separately and precipitated with ethanol.

**Poly(A) selection of cellular RNA.** Poly(A)-containing RNA was isolated from total cellular nucleic acid as described previously by one cycle of chromatography on poly(U)-Sepharose (Pharmacia) (Hayward, 1977), or two cycles of chromatography on oligo(dT)-cellulose T-2 (Collaborative Research) (Wang et al., 1975). In the course of these experiments, we found that the latter technique resulted in lower amounts of contamination of poly(A) RNA with ribosomal RNA, and thus better transfer in the 27S and 18S regions in subsequent filter blotting.

**Glyoxal gel electrophoresis and blot hybridizations.** Poly(A)-containing RNA (5-15 ug) was precipitated with ethanol in siliconized microfuge tubes (Eppendorf). The precipitate was washed with 0.5 ml of absolute ethanol and dried briefly in a lyophilizer. The pellet was resuspended in 5-8 ul of glyoxal buffer and denatured at 50° as described (McMaster and Carmichael, 1977). After addition of 5 X marker dyes (1 X dyes =
0.05% bromophenol blue, 0.05% xylene cyanol, 20% glycerol), the samples were separated by electrophoresis in a 1% agarose (Seakem, LE grade) gel. The running buffer was 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.8. \(^{32}\)P-labeled 35S RAV-2 viral RNA and rRNA markers were included in each gel.

Following electrophoresis, RNA was transferred to aminophenylthioether (APT) paper (Brian Seed, personal communication) by a modification of the procedure of Alwine et al. (1977) or to nitrocellulose paper by the technique of Thomas (1980). For transfer to APT paper, base treatment of the gel was as described, but neutralization was carried out in 200 mM sodium acetate, pH 4, instead of phosphate buffer. APT paper was activated like ABM paper with NaNO\(_2\) and HCl, but the final buffer washes were also with sodium acetate instead of phosphate buffer. Blotting was with 800-1000 ml sodium acetate buffer, pH 4. Completeness of transfer was monitored by Geiger counting of the \(^{32}\)P-marker RNA lane.

After transfer, the filters were washed with prehybrid mix (50% formamide, 5 X SSC, 5 X Denhardt's, 1% glycine, 250 ug/ml carrier yeast RNA or denatured salmon sperm DNA, 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, 0.1% SDS) for 4-8 hr at 37°. Hybridizations were carried out in 50% formamide, 5 X SSC, 1 X Denhardt's, 100 ug/ml carrier nucleic acid, 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, 0.1% SDS. [Denhardt's solution (1X) is 0.02% bovine serum albumin, 0.02% polyvinylpyrrolidone, 0.02% Ficoll; 5 X SSC is 0.75M NaCl, 0.075M sodium citrate (Denhardt, 1966).] 25-50 ul of hybrid mix were used per cm\(^2\) of filter; 1-4 x10\(^4\) cpm of \(^{32}\)P-labeled probe were used per cm\(^2\). Hybridizations were for 3 days at 37° in
sealed plastic bags.

Following hybridization, filters were washed three times at room temperature with 250 ml 2 X SSC/0.1% SDS for five minutes each, followed by two 15 minute washes at 37° with 250 ml prewarmed 0.1 X SSC/0.1% SDS, and finally two washes at 37° with 100 ml prewarmed 50% formamide/5 X SSC, for 30 minutes each. Filters were blotted dry with Whatman 3MM paper and exposed to Kodak XR-5 or XAR-5 film under a Dupont Lightning Plus intensifying screen at -70°.

**Preparation of complementary DNA (cDNA) probes.** cDNA₅ was synthesized from purified RAV-2 virions by a modification of the procedure of Haseltine et al. (1977), as described previously (Hayward et al., 1980). The reaction product was hydrolyzed for 8-12 hr at 37° in 0.2 N NaOH to remove the RNA primer, and then purified by electrophoresis for 7 hr at 200V in a 7.5% acrylamide/urea gel as described (Hayward et al., 1980). The 101 nucleotide "strong stop" DNA band (cDNA₅) was identified by brief autoradiography, excised, and electroeluted for 3-4 hr at 100 mA in a dialysis bag. The eluate was extracted once with phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (1:1:0.01) and once with chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (1:0.01), and concentrated by ethanol precipitation. The resultant probe is homologous to the 5'-terminal 101 nucleotides of ALV RNA.

A probe representative of the total ALV genome (cDNAₐₐ) was prepared by W.S. Hayward using poly(A)-containing RNA purified from RAV-2 virions as the template in an exogenous reverse transcriptase reaction. Random DNA oligonucleotides generated by
digestion with DNase I served as primers. The conditions for cDNA synthesis and primer preparation were those of Taylor et al. (1976) except that the calf thymus DNA was treated with 0.2 N NaOH for 30 minutes at 100° before use. This eliminates contaminating cellular RNA present in commercially obtained calf thymus DNA. The product of the polymerase reaction was precipitated once with ethanol. The precipitate was resuspended in 1 ml of 0.2 N NaOH and the RNA template hydrolyzed as described above. Unpolymerized nucleotides were removed by passage over a Sephadex G-75 column equilibrated in 0.2 NETS (0.2 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 10 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS). Following ethanol precipitation, the cDNA was hybridized to a vast excess of non-poly(A)-containing RNA from gs-chf- cells, and contaminating homologous sequences removed by chromatography on hydroxylapatite, as described previously (Hayward, 1977). Following removal of phosphate by chromatography over G-75 Sephadex, the cDNA product was concentrated by ethanol precipitation.

cDNA probes specific for the unique (and putative transformation-specific) regions of RSV (src), FSV (fps), avian erythroblastosis virus (erb), avian myeloblastosis virus (myb), and avian myelocytomatosis virus (myc) were prepared by W.S. Hayward. The protocol for their preparation consisted of preparing cDNA for each of these viruses using random DNA oligonucleotides as primers as above, followed by removal of helper virus-specific sequences by hybridization and selection on hydroxylapatite (Hayward et al., 1981b).

Analysis of tumor DNA. Isolation of cellular DNA from
tumors was performed by S.M. Astrin (Fox Chase). Conditions for restriction endonuclease digestion of genomic DNA, gel electrophoresis, and blot hybridization (Southern, 1975) as modified by Ketner and Kelly (1976) have been described (Neel et al., 1981; Hayward et al., 1981a,b).

**Bacterial cells and viruses.** *Escherichia coli* strain ED 8654 (Murray et al., 1977) was used for isolation and propagation of recombinant bacteriophage. A lambda library of Rhode Island Red chicken genomic DNA (Dodgson et al., 1979) was obtained from Richard Axel, Columbia University. A lambda library of human DNA from a patient with thalessemia (Ramirez et al., 1979) was obtained from Arthur Bank, Columbia University. The bacteriophage vector λgtWES-λB (Leder et al., 1977) was used to construct recombinant bacteriophage. This vector was digested with Eco RI and Sac I, and the Eco RI arms purified from the dispensable λB fragments by sucrose density gradient centrifugation.

**Restriction endonuclease digestions.** Restriction enzymes were obtained from New England Biolabs or Bethesda Research Labs, except Cla I, which was obtained from Boehringer-Manheim. Conditions for digestion were as described by the manufacturers except that excess enzyme (2-5 U/μg) was usually used.

**Molecular cloning of tumor junction fragments.** Tumor DNA was digested to completion with Eco RI. Approximately 600 μg of digested DNA from a splenic nodule in chicken 7 was fractionated by discontinuous electrophoresis in a "gene machine" (Edgell and Polsky, 1980). The gel was 0.5% agarose (Seakem LE, Marine Col-
loids) in E buffer (40 mM Tris, 5 mM Na acetate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8). Electrophoresis was at 40V for 15 min., followed by a collection and filling cycle of 5 minutes. One fraction was collected every 20 min. and the procedure was carried out for 40 hours. Three fractions in the expected molecular weight range (3 kb) were precipitated and used separately in ligation reactions. C. Rogler (Fox Chase) used electrophoresis in low-melting agarose (Sea Plaque, Marine Colloids) to size-fractionate tumor DNA from chicken 10. Techniques for isolating DNA from low melting agarose have been described (Takeya et al., 1981). DNA from the appropriate size range was pooled and used for ligation. The tumor 7 insert DNA was ligated to the Eco R1 arms of λgtWES-λB (1 ug). The molar ratio of arms to insert was 1:0.2. Details of procedures for in vitro packaging (Becker and Gold, 1975; Hohn and Murray, 1977), screening (Benton and Davis, 1977), phage purification, amplification and preparation of phage DNA have been previously described (Ju et al., 1980). Similar molecular cloning procedures, including ligation ratios, were used by Rogler to molecularly clone the tumor 10 junction fragment. The efficiencies of packaging of recombinant bacteriophage ranged from 10^5 to 10^6 infectious particles/ug phage DNA. Recombinant bacteriophage (200,000-400,000) were plated on 150 mm Petri dishes (20,000/plate) and screened. Before hybridization, filters containing phage DNA imprints were prewashed at 37° in 5 X SSC (1 X SSC is 0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M Na citrate), 0.02 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), and 0.5% SDS for at least 45 min. Hybridization was to cDNA_5\textsuperscript{+}, and was carried out at 37° in 50% formamide, 5 X SSC, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 0.5% SDS, and at least 200 ug/ml yeast RNA.
for 18-24 hr. Ten ml of hybrid mix containing $2 \times 10^6$ Cerenkov cpm of cDNA, probe were used for each filter. Following hybridization, filters were washed 3 times briefly in 0.2 X SSC/0.2% SDS and then incubated once or twice for 45 min each at 37°C in the same solution. Washed filters were dried and exposed to Kodak XR-5 or XAR-5 film for 4-24 hr with an intensifying screen. Positive plaques were purified three times before amplification.

Subcloning of the Sal I fragments of the λtjf-7 3.1 kb Eco Rl insert into the plasmid pBR322 involved standard techniques. Subcloning of the 3.6 kb Eco Rl insert of λtjf-10 was performed by C. Rogler.

**Isolation of c-myc clones.** Approximately $4 \times 10^5$ recombinant bacteriophage from the chicken genomic library (Dodgson et al., 1979) were plated on 150 mm Petri dishes. Screening with the appropriate probe (see Results), and phage isolation and purification were performed as described above. Subcloning of the Bam H-1 fragments of λc-myc 2 into pBR322 was performed by Gregory Gasic, Rockefeller University.

**Isolation of molecular clones of human DNA homologous to onc genes.** A human genomic library from a β-thalessemic patient (Ramirez et al., 1979) was generously provided by A. Bank, Columbia University. Approximately $1-2 \times 10^6$ recombinant bacteriophage were plated on NUNC Bioassay plates (Vanguard) (200,000/plate). Following Benton-Davis blotting as described above, filters carrying phage DNA imprints were hybridized to probes containing either the entire v-myc or v-src gene. Isolation and purification of phage homologous to these probes was
performed as described above. The myc-related human DNA sequences were subcloned into pBR322 by digestion of the plasmid and the bacteriophage insert containing myc sequences with Eco RI and Pst I, followed by ligation and selection by standard techniques.

For detection of human repeat DNA sequences, an Eco RI digest of normal human genomic DNA was nick translated to high specific activity and used as a probe. Warren Jelinek (Rockefeller University) supplied a probe for the human Alu repeat family.

**Preparation of \(^{32}\text{P}-labeled nick-translated probes.** High specific activity nick-translated probes were prepared by the method of Maniatis et al. (1975) using aqueous \(^{32}\text{P}-dCTP (>2000 \text{Ci/mmol.}, \text{Amersham})\). Specific activities of 1-2 \times 10^8 \text{Cerenkov cpm/ug} were routinely obtained. Low specific activity radiolabeled restriction fragments were prepared by nick translation for use in restriction mapping. The procedure was the same as that for preparing high specific activity probes except that the reaction buffer contained all four dNTPs at 20 \text{uM}, and one-half the amount of \(^{32}\text{P}-dCTP\) was used per reaction. Specific activities obtained ranged from 5 \times 10^5 to 5 \times 10^6 \text{Cerenkov cpm/ug}.

**Analysis of cloned DNAs by electrophoresis and blot hybridization.** DNA samples were electrophoresed in submerged horizontal agarose (Seakem) gels (0.8%-2%, depending on the size range of fragments to be analyzed) in \(\text{E buffer}\). \(^{32}\text{P}-labeled \text{\lambda-Hind III fragments or }\text{\phiX 174-Hae III fragments were used as molecular weight markers. DNA was blotted onto nitrocellulose filters by}
the technique of Southern (1975). Prewashing and hybridization conditions were as described above for Benton-Davis filters.

**Restriction mapping.** Appropriate inserts from molecular clones were purified by preparative electrophoresis in low melting agarose. These fragments were nick-translated to low specific activity. Mapping was performed by standard procedures involving digestions with one or a combination of restriction enzymes, followed by electrophoresis on agarose gels. The gels were dried onto DEAE paper and autoradiographed. Size values reported in the text are accurate to within 50-100 nucleotides.

**In vitro transcription.** In vitro transcription reactions were carried out by the procedure of Manley et al. (1980) as modified by Handa et al. (1981). HeLa cell extracts were generously provided by Susan Haynes, Rockefeller University. DNA samples were digested to completion with the appropriate restriction enzyme(s), extracted twice with Tris-saturated phenol, three times with water-saturated ether and precipitated twice with ethanol. Each reaction contained 10 ul HeLa cell extract, 20-50 uCi of α³²P-UTP (>2,000 Ci/mmol, New England Nuclear), and 15 ul of a solution of 15 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 7 mM MgCl₂, 25 mM ammonium sulfate, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1.3 mM dithiothreitol, 20 mM creatine phosphate, 50 uM each of ATP, GTP and CTP, 5 uM UTP, and DNA. The amount of DNA was optimized for each DNA tested (range of concentrations for optimization: 0.3 ug-1.5 ug). α-amanitin was added to some reactions to a final concentration of 1 ug/ml. Reactions were incubated at 30° for 1 hr. Following incubation, the reaction mixes were extracted twice with
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol and once with chloroform:isoamyl alcohol. Unpolymerized nucleotides were removed by three cycles of ethanol precipitation. The final ethanol precipitates were glyoxalated as described above, and electrophoresed on either 1.2% or 1.5% agarose gels. Markers were a mixture of glyoxalated λHind III fragments and ΦX174-Hae III fragments that had been 5'-end-labeled by kination.

5'-end selection of 16L viral RNA. cDNA5, was prepared in large amounts as described by Wang et al. (1982). Deoxycytidylic acid (dC) residues were added to the 3' end of this cDNA with terminal transferase by L.-H. Wang, Rockefeller University. Following hybridization of 32P-labeled viral RNA to the dC-tailed cDNA, RNA molecules containing viral 5' information were selected by chromatography over oligo(dG) cellulose as described (G. Gasic and W. S. Hayward, personal communication; Wang et al., 1982).

RNase T1 fingerprinting. 32P-labeled and selected "35S" and "30S" RNAs were analyzed by RNase T1 fingerprinting and oligonucleotide mapping as described previously (Wang et al., 1975). The nucleotide composition of selected oligonucleotides was determined by published methods (Beemon et al., 1974; Wang et al., 1975).

Analysis of virus-related proteins in 16L virus-infected cells. Cell cultures conflually transformed by 16L virus were labeled with 35S-methionine and cell lysates prepared by Bernard Mathey-Prevot, Rockefeller University, using techniques described previously (Hanafusa et al., 1981). Virus-related proteins were
analyzed by immunoprecipitation of the cell extract with anti-gag antiserum, followed by electrophoresis on SDS-polyacrylamide gels (Laemmli, 1970), as modified by Hanafusa et al. (1981). Preparation and properties of the antisera have been described by Feldman et al. (1980). Antiserum specific for the fps gene product was prepared as described (Mathey-Prevot et al., 1982). In vitro protein kinase assay was performed on immunoprecipitates as previously described (Feldman et al., 1980).
Results

A. Oncogenesis by ALV; The Essentials of the Promoter Insertion Model

**Tumor incidence and characteristics.** Tumors were produced following injection of chicken embryos or 2-7 day-old chickens with ALV. Four different strains of virus (RAV-1, RAV-2, td103, and td107A) and two different lines of chickens (SPAFAS and Life Sciences) were used. There were no discernible strain- or line-specific differences in pathogenesis.

Tumors were first detected at four months. By six months, when all remaining birds were sacrificed, approximately 40% had developed tumors. This frequency is consistent with previously published results (Purchase et al., 1977; Purchase and Burmester, 1978). All tumors were lymphoblastic lymphomas except for one fibrosarcoma in bird 16 (see section C of Results). There were no cases of osteopetrosis or nephroblastoma. The most commonly involved lymphomatous tissues were bursa, liver, kidney, and spleen; occasional lesions were found in the gonads or the heart. There was no evidence of neural involvement, nor was there any histological evidence of Marek’s disease. Several birds (10-15%) died from undetermined but nonneoplastic causes. I also analyzed a continuous lymphoid cell line, RP-9, derived from a RAV-2 induced bursal lymphoma (W. Okazaki, personal communication).

**Analysis of viral DNA in lymphoid tumors.** Integration in mass-infected cell populations is essentially random. However, if the promoter insertion model is correct, then integration in
tumors should be clonal and specific, because oncogenesis would only be the consequence of a rare event—proviral integration adjacent to a specific cellular gene or set of genes (Fig. 6). To examine the integration sites in ALV-induced lymphomas, Susan Astrin (Fox Chase) digested tumor DNA with the restriction endonuclease Eco R1. Virus-specific restriction fragments were detected by blotting (Southern, 1975) and hybridization either with a probe complementary to the first 101 nucleotides of ALV RNA (cDNA₅, or 5' probe), or with a probe representative of the total ALV genome (cDNA_rep or rep probe). Cleavage of an integrated, nondefective ALV genome with Eco R1 should yield five fragments containing viral information (Hsu et al., 1978; Shank et al., 1978; Boone and Skalka, 1981). Two of these, one near the left end of the provirus, and one at the right end, contain 5' information. The 5'-containing fragment from the left end is an internal fragment of the provirus, and thus would be detected in an analysis of a mass-infected population of cells as well as in a clonal population. This 2.4 kb fragment hybridizes to both 5' and rep probes, and should appear in any tissue containing a nondefective, integrated exogenous provirus. Conversely, the absence of this band indicates that a tissue does not contain a complete exogenous provirus. The 5'-containing fragment from the right end contains only about 160 nucleotides of viral information (R+U5+60 nucleotides of U3) and extends into adjacent cellular sequences. This fragment thus contains the junction between proviral and host sequences and is termed a "junction fragment". A junction fragment can only be detected if a provirus is integrated at the same site in the majority of cells in a
population. Since this fragment contains only about 2% of the total viral information, it is not detected by rep probe. Thus, junction fragments can be distinguished from other proviral restriction fragments by comparing the hybridization pattern with 5' and rep probes. The size of the junction fragment serves as a basis for comparing the integration sites in different tumors. Tumors with the same proviral integration site(s) will yield identical junction fragments.

In her initial studies, Astrin found that all ALV-induced lymphomas examined (24 birds) had discrete junction fragments. Since junction fragments were detected, all or most of the cells in each tumor must be derived from a single infected cell. All tumors from a single bird contained the same tumor-specific junction fragments; thus metastatic tumors are clonally derived. This confirmed the work of Neiman et al. (1980b) who had reported that ALV-induced lymphomas were clonal.

However, Astrin also made two additional observations. First, the DNA of many of the tumors did not contain the 2.4 kb internal fragment of the integrated ALV provirus. Thus, many tumors did not contain complete proviruses. More importantly, she found that the tumor junction fragments from different tumors could be grouped into a limited number of size classes. Further restriction analyses of tumors from one of these classes (six independent tumors) using Eco RI in combination with other restriction enzymes showed that the adjacent cellular sequences from each of these tumors possessed identical restriction maps. Since there is no known specificity in the integration process, these results suggested that oncogenesis results only after integration.
at one of a limited number of sites in the cell genome.

**Analysis of viral RNA in lymphoid tumors.** The promoter insertion model predicts that tumors should contain new RNAs initiated from the viral promoter (located within the LTR) and proceeding downstream into cellular sequences. The first 101 nucleotides of an RNA initiated from either the left or the right LTR are encoded within the LTR (R+U5; see Fig. 6). By using 5' probe, I could identify any RNA initiated within an LTR. Transcription of normal viral mRNA initiates within the left LTR and proceeds into the viral structural genes. Because these transcripts contain this additional viral information, they can be detected with rep probe as well as 5' probe. Transcripts initiated from the right LTR would continue into cellular sequences; the only viral information present on these RNAs would be complementary to 5' probe. Since this viral information represents a small fraction of the viral genome, these new RNAs would not be detected with rep probe. Thus I could identify RNAs that contained both viral and cellular information as those that were detected by hybridization to 5' probe but not to rep probe.

I analyzed the poly(A) containing RNA from many tumors by glyoxal gel electrophoresis, blotting (Alwine et al., 1977) and hybridization to 5' probe. Nonneoplastic cells infected with ALV produce two poly(A)-containing RNAs, a genome length 35S (8.1 kb) species and a subgenomic 21S (3.2 kb) species (Hayward, 1977; Weiss et al., 1977). Some of the tumors (Fig. 7) have these normal viral mRNAs (for example, 11, 19, 33, 34, RP-9). However, many of the tumors lack any detectable 35S or 21S RNA (for exam-
These results are consistent with the tumor DNA analysis in which many tumors were found to lack a complete provirus. Together, the DNA and RNA data show that expression of viral structural and replicative genes is not required for maintenance of neoplastic transformation.

In addition to the normal viral mRNAs found in some tumors, nearly all (19/21) of the lymphomas I examined, and the lymphoid cell line RP-9, had a discrete new RNA species homologous to 5' probe (examples shown in Fig. 7A). The failure to detect a new RNA species in the other two lymphomas may have been due to technical problems such as RNA degradation, or due to oncogenesis by a variation of the promoter insertion mechanism (see Discussion). Such new RNAs were not found in uninfected tissue or in infected but nonneoplastic tissue (Fig. 7B).

Most of the tumors contained a new 5'-containing 2.5 kb RNA (Fig. 7A, arrow). A 2.9 kb species was found in two of the tumors (17B, 23L) as well as in RP-9. There may be slight size variations within each RNA size class. The 2.5 kb or 2.9 kb RNA species were not detected with rep probe (Fig. 8), and therefore must contain viral 5' information covalently linked to cellular information. This conclusion was confirmed by hybridizations with retroviral gene-specific probes (data not shown).

In addition, several tumors contained additional 5'-containing RNAs. A 5.5 kb RNA appeared to be present in several tumors. This RNA species hybridized to rep probe as well as to 5' probe; thus this species contains viral coding sequences. It is not clear whether the 5.5 kb RNAs in different tumors have similar structure and genetic content, or whether these RNAs play
Figure 7. New virus-related RNAs in lymphomas. Poly(A) RNA (5-15 ug) from normal and tumor tissues was glycinated, (McMaster and Carmichael, 1977), size-fractionated on 1% agarose gels, and transferred to APT paper (Brian Seed, personal communication). Hybridizations were performed with $^{32}$P-labeled 5' probe (see text) (1-4 x 10$^4$ Cerenkov cpm/cm$^2$). The positions of normal viral 35S and 21S mRNAs are indicated by open arrows. New tumor-specific RNAs (2.5 kb, 2.9 kb, 5.5 kb) that are common to more than one tumor are indicated by solid arrows.

(A) Lymphoma samples from 17 different birds (B=bursa, L=liver, K=kidney). (B) Control tissues from uninfected birds (12B, 12L, 13B), and from non-neoplastic muscle of infected birds (10M, 11M).

Note that tissue 11M is infected (contains 35S and 21S mRNA), but nonneoplastic. In all cases, $^{32}$P-labeled viral 35S RNA and 27S and 18S ribosomal RNAs were electrophoresed in parallel lanes as size markers (not shown).
a role in oncogenesis. One possibility is that they merely represent defective viral genomes.

In nearly all cases where more than one tumor from the same animal was analyzed (birds 7, 10, 11, 36), the same tumor-specific RNA was found in each. Together with the DNA data, this is consistent with a clonal origin for metastases. In one bird (#9), the DNA and RNA patterns were different in bursal tumors and kidney metastases. Whether this is the result of two independent primary tumors is unclear.

William Hayward (Rockefeller University) examined the RNA from several tumors by RNA-excess liquid hybridization (C_\text{r}_t analysis) to determine the relative abundance of virus-related RNA. Four of the tumors selected contained low or undetectable amounts of viral mRNAs in the blot hybridization analysis. For these tumors, determining the amount of 5'-containing RNA is essentially equivalent to determining the amount of the new, tumor-specific RNA. In each of these tumors, the 5'-containing RNA was present at levels of at least 100 copies per cell, and there was at least a 50-fold higher level of RNA containing 5' information than RNAs hybridizing to rep probe.

**Recovery of virus from ALV-induced tumors.** Consistent with the experiences of previous workers (T. Hanafusa and H. Hanafusa, personal communication), I have been unable to recover a virus from ALV-induced lymphomas that transforms fibroblasts. I did recover helper virus (presumably the original infecting strain) from two tumors that express 35S and 21S RNAs (19B and 34L), as well as RP-9 (data not shown). These viruses do not, however,
Figure 8. New virus-related lymphoma RNAs contain non-viral information. Poly(A)-containing RNAs from lymphomas were analyzed as in Fig. 7. Hybridizations were performed on the same blots with either 5' probe (labeled "s" for strong stop DNA, see text) or cDNA (r), a probe representative of the total RAV-2 genome. The positions of 35S and 21S viral mRNAs (open arrows) and the 2.5 kb, 2.9 kb and 5.5 kb 5'-containing RNAs (solid arrows) are as indicated. The presence of non-viral information in the new RNAs was inferred by comparing the pattern of hybridization with the two probes (see text).
transform fibroblasts in tissue culture (see Fig. 18, and Sect. C). It is possible that if a rapidly transforming recombinant virus did exist, it might only transform lymphoid cells. However, I injected virus isolated from the supernatants of RP-9 cells into newly hatched chickens. This virus does not produce neoplastic disease before 16 weeks postinjection. A recombinant rapidly transforming virus should produce disease with a faster course.

A rapidly transforming virus was recovered from the one ALV-induced fibrosarcoma that we obtained (see Sect. C).

Identification of a gene activated by promoter insertion. The most critical prediction of the promoter insertion model is that the cellular gene activated by the provirus in ALV-induced lymphomas is capable of transforming cells when fixed into a state of elevated expression. It seemed possible that the normal cellular gene(s) activated might be one of the cellular counterparts of a v-onc gene. William Hayward prepared cDNA probes for five v-onc genes of avian viruses, and used these probes to determine the level of expression of their cellular counterparts in ALV-induced lymphomas by $C_r$ analysis. With one exception, the expression of four of the five c-onc genes tested (c-src, c-fps, c-myb, and c-erb) was the same in normal and tumor tissues. In contrast, levels of myc-specific RNA were 30-100 higher in about 85% of ALV-induced lymphomas (90-330 copies per cell). An even higher level of c-myc expression was found in RP-9 (1,000 copies/cell). Infection alone was not sufficient to induce myc expression, since infected but nonneoplastic tissues had low lev-
els of myc RNA in the presence of high levels of viral mRNAs. These data suggested that c-myc is the cellular gene responsible for ALV-induced neoplastic transformation in these tumors (Hayward et al., 1981b). In RP-9 cells, myb-specific RNA was also present at elevated levels, but to a much lesser extent (40 copies/cell); the significance of this finding remains unclear.

In each of the tumor samples containing low amounts of RNA homologous to rep probe (i.e., those tumors containing low amounts of viral mRNAs), viral 5' sequences were expressed at levels similar to that of myc-specific RNA. This is consistent with the interpretation that 5' and c-myc sequences are present on the same RNA molecules in ALV-induced lymphomas. To test directly whether the myc-specific sequences and viral 5' sequences are encoded on the same RNA transcript, the myc probe was hybridized to the blots of tumor poly(A) RNA (Fig. 9). Six of the seven samples shown in Fig. 9 contained a single major myc-specific RNA; in each case, this RNA corresponded to a species detectable with 5' probe. This strongly suggests that 5' and myc sequences are present on the same RNA molecule. These RNAs did not hybridize to rep probe. Both 2.5 kb and 2.9 kb 5'-specific RNAs have myc information. RP-9 contains multiple myc-specific RNA species, including one at 2.9 kb. This 2.9 kb RNA, as well as the four additional myc-specific RNAs each corresponded to a 5'-containing RNA. The high degree of specificity of the cDNA myc probe is indicated by the failure of this probe to hybridize to 35S viral RNA in tumor 35L, even though this species is much more abundant than the 2.5 kb RNA detected with this probe. RP-9 and tumor 34L also contain several smaller
Figure 9. myc-specific and viral 5'-specific RNAs in ALV-induced lymphomas. Poly(A)-containing RNAs were analyzed as in Figs. 7 and 8. RNAs containing viral 5'-specific and myc-specific sequences were identified by hybridization to 5' probe (s) or cDNA_{myc} (m). The blot was first hybridized to 5' probe and exposed to X-ray film; it was then washed under denaturing conditions to remove this probe and rehybridized with cDNA_{myc}. Positions of viral 35S and 21S RNAs are indicated by open arrows; 2.5 kb and 2.9 kb myc-specific RNAs are indicated by closed arrows. Tissues are designated as in Figs. 7 and 8.
RNAs that hybridize with 5' and rep probes, but not with cDNA\textsubscript{myc}; these RNAs are presumably aberrant viral transcripts.

Susan Astrin used the cDNA\textsubscript{myc} probe to see whether ALV proviruses were integrated adjacent to c-myc in ALV-induced lymphomas. In normal cells, c-myc sequences are contained entirely within a 14 kb Eco Rl fragment (Sheiness et al., 1980; Hayward et al., 1981b). Lymphoma DNAs contained a new Eco Rl fragment detected with cDNA\textsubscript{myc} that is not present in normal cells (Hayward et al., 1981b). In each case this fragment corresponded to a tumor junction fragment detected with 5' probe (but not with rep probe). This suggests that integration in these tumors has occurred adjacent to the c-myc gene. Furthermore, tumor junction fragments of different sizes contained myc information. This suggests that integration at several sites upstream of the same cellular gene (c-myc) can result in activation of that gene and oncogenesis. In a larger sampling of lymphomas (S.M. Astrin, personal communication), utilizing a molecular clone of the cell-derived part of a tumor junction fragment (see Sect. B), it was found that 30 out of 36 ALV-induced lymphomas contained proviral information integrated adjacent to c-myc. The 14 kb normal cell myc-specific Eco Rl fragment was also found in the lymphomas. This was expected because integration probably occurs adjacent to only one of the two copies of c-myc present in the diploid chicken genome. Those samples that did not contain elevated levels of myc-specific RNA also did not contain proviruses integrated adjacent to c-myc or new, tumor-specific myc RNA species.

Taken together, this DNA and RNA data confirms the
essentials of the promoter insertion mechanism. In the majority of tumors studied, an ALV provirus was located adjacent to the c-myc gene. The tumors synthesized new, tumor-specific mRNAs that initiate within the viral LTR and continue downstream into the adjacent c-myc locus. This leads to enhanced c-myc expression and neoplasia.

B. The Promoter Insertion Mechanism--Molecular Details

Molecular cloning of tumor junction fragments. Tumor DNA from birds 7 and 10 was digested with the restriction endonuclease Eco R1, blotted onto nitrocellulose filters (Southern, 1975), and hybridized to 5' probe. As described above, Eco R1 fragments that represent ALV provirus-host cell junctions ("junction fragments") can be identified by virtue of their hybridization to 5' probe, but not to rep probe. Tumor 7 had a 3.1 kb junction fragment and tumor 10 had a 3.6 kb junction fragment. Both tumors contained 2.5 kb tumor-specific poly(A) RNAs that contained ALV 5' and myc information (Fig. 9).

Based on this size analysis, Eco R1 digested tumor DNA was size-fractionated, ligated to Eco R1-digested λgtWES-λB (Leder et al., 1977), packaged in vitro (Becker and Gold, 1975; Hohn and Murray, 1977), and screened by the procedure of Benton and Davis (1977), using 5' probe. Two of the clones obtained, λtjf-7 (tumor junction fragment from bird 7) and λtjf-10 (tumor junction fragment from bird 10), were chosen for further analysis. λtjf-7 contains a 3.1 kb Eco R1 fragment that hybridizes to 5' probe (Fig. 1, left panel, arrow); this fragment is the tumor
junction fragment. In addition, this clone contains a 4.8 kb Eco RI fragment that does not hybridize to 5' probe (Fig. 10, left panel, asterisk); this fragment has not been analyzed further. \( \lambda tjf-10 \), which was constructed by Charles Rogler (Fox Chase), contains the expected 3.6 kb tumor junction fragment, which hybridizes to 5' probe (data not shown).

The 3.1 kb Eco RI fragment of \( \lambda tjf-7 \) hybridizes to myc probe, as well as to 5' probe (Fig. 10). A similar result was obtained for the 3.6 kb \( \lambda tjf-10 \) insert (not shown). This confirms unambiguously that viral 5' and c-myc sequences are covalently linked in the DNA of these tumors.

**Isolation of a clone of the normal c-myc gene.** A chicken genomic library (Dodgson et al., 1979) was kindly provided by Richard Axel, Columbia University. This library consists of 15-20 kb fragments of a partial Hae III/Alu-I digestion of chicken DNA that have been "tailed" with Eco RI oligonucleotide linkers and inserted into the lambda bacteriophage vector Ch 4A (Blattner et al., 1977). Recombinants were screened by the Benton-Davis method. The probe was the 2.4 kb fragment of a Sac I digest of the \( \lambda tjf-7 \) insert. This fragment contains c-myc sequences but not ALV sequences (see Figs. 11 and 12). Several clones that hybridized to this probe were obtained, and one of these, \( \lambda c-myc 2 \), was selected for further analysis because it contained the largest myc-specific fragment. An Eco RI digest of \( \lambda c-myc 2 \) produces two restriction fragments in addition to the Ch 4A arms: a 9.6 kb fragment that contains all the c-myc sequences homologous to v-myc (Fig. 10, right panel, arrow), and a 5.5 kb fragment.
Figure 10. Molecular cloning of a tumor junction fragment and the normal c-myc gene. Left panel: The Eco RI-generated tumor junction fragment from a lymphoma in chicken 7 was molecularly cloned into λgtWES (Leder et al., 1977) to give clone λtjf-7. Bacteriophage DNA was isolated, digested with Eco RI, transferred to a nitrocellulose filter (Southern, 1975), and hybridized to either 5' probe or v-myc probe (see text). The arrow indicates the 3.1 kb tumor junction fragment. The asterisk (*) indicates the position of a 4.8 kb band identified by ethidium bromide staining, which is present in the tjf-7 clone but does not hybridize to 5' or myc probes. The Hind III fragments of lambda DNA were used as size markers.

Right panel: A molecular clone containing the c-myc gene from normal chickens was selected from a chicken genomic library (see text). DNA from this clone (λc-myc 2) was digested with Eco RI, transferred to nitrocellulose and hybridized to either v-myc or to the 2.4 kb Sac I fragment of the tjf-7 clone, which lacks ALV sequences (see text and Fig. 2). The arrow indicates the myc-containing Eco RI fragment. The position of the fragment of λc-myc 2 that does not contain myc sequences is indicated by the asterisk (*).
that does not contain myc-related sequences (Fig. 10, right panel, asterisk). The restriction map of the 9.6 kb insert (see below) corresponds with earlier restriction data on the c-myc locus (Sheiness et al., 1980; S.M. Astrin, personal communication).

**Restriction mapping of tjf and c-myc clones.** To compare the structure of the c-myc locus in normal tissue and ALV-induced lymphomas, restriction maps of the c-myc and two tumor junction fragment clones were prepared. Comparison of these maps (Fig. 11) reveals that: (1) The tjf clones are colinear with the right end of the c-myc clone. Thus proviral integration in birds 7 and 10 occurred without gross structural alteration of the c-myc locus. (2) The orientation of the integrated provirus in the tjf clones is such that the LTR (Fig. 11, black box) could be used to initiate transcription at the viral initiation site that would proceed downstream into c-myc. Orientation of the provirus was confirmed by digestion of the tjf clones with Sac I, followed by Southern blotting and hybridization to 5' or myc probes. As expected (see Fig. 11), the left Sac I fragment (0.7 kb) hybridized both to 5' probe and to v-myc probe, whereas the right Sac I fragment (2.4 kb) hybridized only to myc probe (data not shown).

**Localization of putative coding domains in c-myc.** The c-myc and v-myc genes share extensive nucleotide homology (Roussel et al., 1979; Sheiness and Bishop, 1979). It is generally thought that MC29, which contains v-myc, arose as a result of recombination between a slowly transforming virus and c-myc. The v-myc
Figure 11. Restriction maps of tumor junction fragments: comparison with the c-myc gene. The 3.1 kb Eco RI insert of tjf-7 and the 3.6 kb insert of tjf-10 were isolated by preparative electrophoresis, as was the 9.6 kb myc-specific fragment from c-myc 2. Following low specific activity labeling of the fragments with $^{32}$P-dCTP, the restriction endonuclease cleavage maps of these inserts were determined and compared. LTR sequences in the tumor junction fragments are represented by solid boxes. The left end of the c-myc clone (*) is defined by either a Hae III or an Alu I site. The cleavage positions are accurate to within 50 nucleotides. There are no Kpn I, Pvu I, Xba I or Xho I sites in any of the clones.
gene is translated as part of a gag-myc fusion protein in MC29-infected cells; thus the entire v-myc gene may represent protein coding sequences (Bister et al., 1977; Kitchener and Hayman, 1980). I reasoned that sequences in common between v-myc and c-myc might represent coding sequences in the c-myc locus. Therefore, I prepared a detailed restriction map of a clone containing the v-myc gene and a more detailed restriction map of tjf-10 than is shown in Fig. 11.

The clone containing the v-myc gene has a 2.9 kb Bam H-1 fragment of an integrated MC29 provirus (Lautenberger et al., 1981) inserted into pBR322. The map of this insert is shown in the upper part of Fig. 12. It contains some viral gag sequences at the left end, followed by the v-myc gene, and a small amount of sequence to the right of v-myc. Comparison of this insert with the tjf-10 insert shows that: (1) There is a region on the left (\~0.7 kb) and a region on the right (\~0.85 kb) of tjf-10 in which its restriction map corresponds exactly to the left and right of v-myc. (2) These two regions in tjf-10 are separated by a region of about 1 kb that appears to be absent from the v-myc clone. The simplest interpretation of these results is that there is a 1 kb non-coding domain separating two coding domains. S-1 deletion mapping experiments using the technique of Shenk et al. (1975) with the v-myc and tjf-10 clones indicate that the sizes of the putative coding domains are 0.72 kb and 0.85 kb, respectively, whereas the non-coding domain is 0.96 kb (data not shown). (3) The v-myc and tjf-10 clones also diverge at their extreme left ends. This suggests that proviral integration in tjf-10 occurs upstream from the bulk of c-myc coding sequences.
Figure 12. Identification of putative coding and non-coding domains in c-myc. A more detailed restriction map of the 3.6 kb λtjf-10 insert was determined. It was compared to a map of part of an integrated MC29 provirus containing the entire v-myc gene (Lautenberger et al., 1981). The positions of the MC29 gag and myc genes are indicated above the clone. Regions in the two clones having identical restriction maps are shown as thick bars. Restriction sites were determined using low specific activity-labeled insert fragments as in Fig. 2. [ B=Bam H1, Bg=Bgl I, Bl=Bal I, C=Clai, E=Eco RI, H=Hind III, Hc=Hinc II, Hp=Hpa I, P=Pst I, Pv=Pvu II, S=Sac I, Sc=Sac II, S1=Sal I, Sm=Sma I, Sp=Sph I, T=Taq I ]
There may, however, be coding and/or leader sequences in c-myc that are not represented in v-myc.

Gregory Gasic (Rockefeller University) obtained the DNA sequence of the left ends of the tjf 7 and tjf 10 clones. These sequencing studies indicated that in both tumors a normal proviral integration event had occurred, placing a right LTR upstream of the bulk of the c-myc coding sequences. In addition, in both tumors, integration had occurred slightly upstream from cellular sequences bearing strong resemblance to the "consensus" splice donor sequence of eukaryotes (Lerner et al., 1980; Rogers and Wall, 1980) and the adenovirus-2 major late leader splice donor sequence (Akusjarvi and Pettersson, 1979; Zain et al., 1979). If these are functional splice donor sites in vivo, then they may serve as splice sites for processing the primary transcript of the c-myc gene of normal cells. In this case, integration in both tumors 7 and 10 has occurred in exons. In tjf-7, there is a pyrimidine-rich stretch beyond the putative splice donor site consisting of TTA and ATT repeats, which continues for about 100 nucleotides. This region is probably not translated, lending further credence to the identification of the immediately preceding sequence as a splice donor site.

This finding suggests a possible explanation for why tumors with proviruses integrated at different sites upstream from c-myc produce new, tumor-specific RNAs of approximately the same size, 2.5 to 2.9 kb. It may be that c-myc can only be activated when the provirus integrates into a c-myc exon. The exon could then provide a splice donor site to enable transcripts initiated in the LTR (which lacks a splice donor site) to be spliced to the
bulk of c-myc coding information located further downstream. If splicing eliminated the majority of the sequence between the integration site and the 0.72 kb coding domain, the mRNAs from tumors with proviruses integrated at different sites could be about the same size.

**Identification of possible precursors to tumor-specific RNAs.** As a first step towards exploring this hypothesis, we overexposed the blots of tumor poly(A)-containing RNAs that had been hybridized to myc probe. In these long exposures (Fig. 13), the tumor-specific 2.5 kb and 2.9 kb myc-containing transcripts are now seen as heavy bands. However, there are also several larger myc-containing RNAs in each tumor that are present at 10-20 fold lower levels. In those cases where there was enough of these larger tumor-specific RNAs to be detected with 5' probe, most of the larger RNAs (Fig. 13, asterisks) had 5' information as well. These RNAs presumably represent precursors of the smaller RNAs. The size range of these larger RNAs (3.2 to 4.0 kb) is consistent with the size expected for the primary transcript and processing intermediates of the tumor junction fragments in these tumors (see Discussion). Fig. 13 is organized such that RNAs from tumors with ALV proviruses integrated further upstream from the Eco R1 site (i.e., those with larger tumor junction fragments) are shown towards the right of the figure. Tumors 34L, 36B, and 36L, which have proviruses integrated at approximately the same site (Hayward et al., 1981b), have many similarly-sized putative precursor RNAs. Tumors with proviruses integrated further downstream (35L and 33L) have smaller myc-
Figure 13. Identification of putative tumor-specific precursor RNAs in ALV-induced lymphomas. Poly(A)-containing RNAs from tumor tissues were analyzed as in Fig. 9. The blots were initially exposed for 1-2 days to identify the tumor-specific 2.5 or 2.9 kb myc-specific RNAs (Fig. 9), and then exposed for 1-2 weeks. Tumors with ALV proviruses integrated closer to the right Eco R1 site of c-myc (those containing smaller tumor junction fragments) are at the left of the figure. Tumor junction fragment sizes were determined previously by S. Astrin (Neel et al., 1981; Hayward et al., 1981b). The positions of the 2.5 and 2.9 kb RNAs are indicated by arrows. Putative tumor-specific transcripts or processing intermediates are indicated by asterisks (*).
specific RNAs, even though all of these tumors (33L, 34L, 35L, 36B and 36L) produce 2.5 kb mRNAs. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that integration must occur in c-myc exons for a tumor to result. However, there are some substantially larger myc-specific transcripts whose origins are not easily accounted for by this interpretation. A more conclusive resolution of this issue awaits S-1 mapping of the tumor-specific mRNAs.

In vitro transcription of tumor junction fragments and c-myc. To examine transcription of the c-myc locus in normal and ALV-transformed cells in more detail, in vitro transcription experiments were performed. The templates for these reactions were a subclone of \(\lambda tjf-7\) in pBR322 containing the 1.1 kb Sal I fragment (the left Sal I fragment) of the \(\lambda tjf-7\) 3.1 kb Eco RI insert, and pc-myc, a subclone of \(\lambda cmyc-2\) in pBR322 containing the 6.7 kb Bam H1 fragment (the right Bam H1 fragment) of the c-myc 9.5 kb Eco RI insert. These subclones were digested with various restriction enzymes and incubated with HeLa cell extracts (Manley et al., 1980). The "runoff" transcription products were denatured with glyoxal (McMaster and Carmichael, 1977) and displayed on agarose gels.

Under the conditions used, the production of runoff transcripts was extremely sensitive to the amount of input template DNA. Changing the DNA concentration by as little as two-fold (Fig. 14) had dramatic effects on the efficiency of the reaction. Thus, the optimal concentration of DNA for transcription of each subclone was determined (Fig. 14) and used for subsequent experi-
Figure 14. Dependence of in vitro transcription reactions on DNA concentration. Varying amounts of either the tfj-7 (left) or c-myc (right) subclones (see text) were incubated in a 25 ul in vitro transcription reaction (Manley et al., 1930), as modified by Hanga et al. (1931). The numbers above the lanes indicate the amount of template DNA (in ug) added to each reaction. Reactions were carried out with (+) or without (-) the addition of a-amanitin to a final concentration of 1 ug/ml. M=glyoxalated mixture of λ-Hind III and φX174-Hae III size markers.
The results of in vitro transcription of the tjf-7 subclone are shown in Fig. 15. As a positive control to demonstrate the fidelity of initiation under my conditions, I used the plasmid pSmaF (generously supplied by J. Nevins, Rockefeller University), which contains the adenovirus-2 major late promoter. When cut with Sma I, transcription initiating at the late promoter in pSmaF should result in 0.53 kb runoff transcripts. The observed transcript (Fig. 15) is 0.52 kb, in good agreement with the expected value. This transcription is sensitive to the addition of α-amanitin at a concentration of 1 ug/ml. This indicates that transcription was catalyzed by RNA polymerase II, since this enzyme is sensitive to low concentrations of α-amanitin, whereas RNA polymerase III is only inhibited at higher concentrations of the inhibitor (Lindell et al., 1970).

The normal initiation site in the LTR is about 60 nucleotides to the right of the Eco Rl site in the tjf-7 insert. There is a Sac I site at 0.65 kb, a Bgl I site at 0.98 kb, and a Sal I site at 1.18 kb to the right of the Eco Rl site. If the tjf-7 subclone is digested with Sac I and used as the template in an in vitro transcription reaction, transcripts initiating at the normal viral initiation site should be 0.65 minus 0.06 kb or 0.59 kb in size. The observed transcript is 0.56 kb, in good agreement with the value expected for initiation within the LTR. Addition of α-amanitin to the transcription reaction completely eliminates the 0.56 band (Fig. 15). When Bgl I-digested tjf-7 subclone is used as the template, an α-amanitin-sensitive 0.89 kb band is observed, compared with the expected 0.92 kb, and a Sal I-
Figure 15. In vitro transcription of a tumor junction fragment. 1.5 ug of the tjf-7 subclone, digested with the indicated restriction enzyme, were added to a 25 ul in vitro transcription reaction in the presence (+) or absence (-) of α-amanitin at 1 ug/ml. On the right (Ad), 0.3 ug of pSmaF, a subclone containing the major late promoter of Ad-2 was digested with Sma I and tested in a 25 ul in vitro transcription reaction as a control for fidelity of initiation (see text). Arrowheads indicate the positions of α-amanitin-sensitive runoff transcripts. Numbers indicate the position of migration and sizes of glyoxalated DNA fragments. [S=Sac I, Bg=Bgl I, Sl=Sal I, Sm=Sma I]
digested template gives rise to a 1.05 kb transcript (expected=1.12 kb). For each of the templates described above, there are also other, higher molecular weight α-amanitin-sensitive transcripts observed (Fig. 15, asterisks). The restriction map of the tjf-7 subclone indicates that these transcripts must initiate at a site within the pBR322 part of the subclone (see below). Initiation within pBR322 in Manley extract experiments has also been reported by other workers (Fire et al., 1981). The results of these experiments with different templates indicate that, as expected, initiation of RNA synthesis by RNA polymerase II in tjf-7 occurs at the normal initiation site within the LTR. No transcripts initiating in the cell-derived sequences of the tjf-7 clone were observed.

A similar analysis was performed on the c-myc subclone (Fig. 16). In contrast to the single major transcript observed for the tjf-7 templates, transcription of the c-myc subclone yields multiple α-amanitin-sensitive runoff transcripts. One set of transcripts (Fig. 16, asterisks) is due to transcription initiating within the pBR322 part of the subclone. Transcription of Eco Rl-digested pBR322 DNA under the conditions used here gives rise to a major 1.7 kb band as well as a few minor bands (Fig. 16). Knowledge of the restriction sites in pBR322 (Sutcliffe, 1978) as well as in c-myc allows localization of the major pBR322 initiation site to a map position of about 2.6 kb in pBR322. In addition to the pBR322-derived transcripts, though, there are two distinct initiation sites reading rightward in the c-myc insert. These initiation sites are separated by about 1 kb, and give rise to the two sets of runoff transcripts indicated by the arrows in
Figure 16. In vitro transcription of c-myc. 1.5 ug of pc-myc digested with the indicated restriction enzyme were added to a 25 ul in vitro transcription reaction. The presence (+) or absence (-) of 1 ug/ml α-amanitin is indicated. Transcripts initiating from I1 (solid arrows) or I2 (open arrows) within the insert of pc-myc are indicated, as are transcripts initiating at a specific site within the pBR322 part of the subclone (*). The lane labeled pBR is a reaction primed with 1.5 ug of Eco R1-digested pBR322. The migration positions of a few glyoxalated λ-Hind III or φX174-Hae III DNA fragments are indicated. [S=Sac I, S1=Sal I, H=Hind III, C=Cla I, E=Eco R1, H/Bs=Hind III + Bst E II].
Fig. 16. The solid arrows indicate transcripts initiated at a site (I₁) about 3.6 kb upstream from the Eco R1 site at the right of c-myc; the open arrows indicate transcripts initiated at a site (I₂) about 4.6 kb upstream from this Eco R1 site. Table 1 shows the sizes of the indicated runoff transcripts observed with each template shown in the left part of Fig. 16. These are compared with the results expected for initiation at the putative initiation sites, based on the restriction map of c-myc (Fig. 11). For each template, the observed and expected sizes of the runoff transcript are in very good agreement.

In addition to runoff transcripts initiating at the two sites in c-myc and the site in pBR322, there are larger transcripts observed in transcriptions of several of the templates that do not appear to be explained by any single initiation site. These probably represent either ligation of fragments containing initiation sites to other DNA fragments in the reaction (Fire et al., 1981) or, alternatively, cryptic initiation sites whose existence might be uncovered (for unclear reasons) by digestion of the pc-myc plasmid with a particular enzyme. There is also an apparent initiation site about 600 nucleotides upstream of I₂ that reads leftward. A transcript initializing from this initiation site (I₇) can be seen using Bam HI-digested pc-myc as the template (data not shown). Transcripts from I₇ cannot be seen with any of the templates in Fig. 16 because there are no restriction sites for these enzymes upstream of I₇.

The restriction enzyme Bst EII digests pc-myc very close to the putative initiation site I₂. Thus, digestion with Bst EII might be expected to eliminate transcription initiating at I₂.
Table 1. In vitro transcription of the c-myc locus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Transcripts (kb)</th>
<th>Expected Transcripts (kb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sac I</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sal I</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hind III</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cla I</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco R1</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 DNA templates were pc-myc (see text) digested with the indicated restriction endonucleases.

2 Observed size values refer to the transcripts indicated by the solid and open arrows in Fig. 16.

3 Expected size values for a given template were calculated based on the observed transcripts for the Sac I template and known restriction sites in c-myc (Fig. 11). Therefore, no expected values are listed for the Sac I template.
Figure 17. Map of transcripts initiated in vitro from c-myc. A map of c-myc showing the sites of cleavage of restriction enzymes used in the in vitro transcription experiments is shown. The sizes of runoff transcripts initiating at the two sites within c-myc (I₁ and I₂) utilizing various truncated templates are indicated (see Fig. 16). I₂ indicates the position of an initiation site that is oriented upstream (data not shown in Fig. 16). [Bam=Bam H1, Bst=Bst EII, Cla=Cla I, Hind=Hind III, R-1=Eco R1, Sac=Sac I, Sal=Sal I]
Fig. 16 (right) shows that pc-myc digested with Hind III gives rise to two transcripts (corresponding to initiation at I₁ and I₂), whereas pc-myc digested with Bst EII and Hind III yields only a single transcript in vitro (corresponding to initiation at I₁). Similarly, Sma I digestion of pc-myc eliminates transcription initiating at I₂ and results in the expected truncated transcript initiating at I₁ (data not shown). The results of the pc-myc in vitro transcription experiments are summarized in Fig. 17, which shows the position of the putative initiation sites relative to the c-myc restriction map.

C. Isolation of a Recombinant Rapidly Transforming Virus from an ALV-induced Fibrosarcoma

In the course of my studies of ALV lymphomagenesis, there was one chicken (#16) that developed a fibrosarcoma instead of a lymphoma. Tumor supernatants from this bird contained a new rapidly transforming virus (16L virus). This section presents data on the biological and biochemical characterization of this virus.

Biological properties of 16L Virus. Several chickens were infected in embryo with td107A. td107A is a deletion mutant of subgroup A Schmidt-Ruppin Rous sarcoma virus (Kawai et al., 1977) that lacks most, if not all, of the src gene, and does not give rise to recovered avian sarcoma virus (rASV) (Hanafusa et al., 1977). Instead, chickens infected with td107A usually develop B-cell lymphomas after a long latent period. However, upon
sacrifice at 19 weeks, one chicken (#16) had multiple large nodules in the liver, kidneys, heart, and peritoneal wall, with no bursal involvement. Histopathologic analysis revealed that the tumors were fibrosarcomas.

When a liver nodule was homogenized and an aliquot of the supernatant fluid was plated on CEF, discrete foci of transformed cells were observed (see Fig. 18). Interference assay (data not shown) revealed the presence of a subgroup A retrovirus. Tumor supernatants from two ALV-induced lymphomas (19B and 34L) and the lymphoma cell line RP-9 did not cause morphologic transformation of fibroblasts (Fig. 18) even though infectious slowly transforming virus (presumably the initial strain used for infection of these birds) was recovered (data not shown). Injection of the supernatants into the wing webs of 1-2 day old chickens led to palpable tumors in 5-7 days and death in 10-14 days (10/10 birds). No FSV strains or other fps-containing retroviruses were being injected into laboratory flocks at this time, nor were any other unexplained sarcomas noted in other birds.

Size and genetic content of 16L RNA. William Hayward performed hybridization kinetic analysis on tumor 16L RNA as well as on a few other representative tumors induced by td107A and other leukosis viruses. Whereas the vast majority of ALV-induced tumors are lymphomas, which show elevated myc expression, tumor 16L expressed fps-related information at about 300 times normal level. A kidney nodule taken from the same bird (16K) also exhibited increased expression of fps. The level of expression of fps in normal muscle tissue from bird 16 was not elevated. In
Figure 18. Morphologies of cells infected with tumor supernatants. Secondary cultures of chicken embryo fibroblasts were treated with DEAE-dextran and infected with dilutions of extracts of tumor 34L or 16L. Uninfected cells (Un) are shown at the top of the figure.
addition, several other onc genes were expressed at normal levels in bird 16.

Poly(A) RNA from tumor 16L was analyzed by blot hybridization (Alwine et al., 1977). A new 6.0 kb RNA was found in addition to the expected 8.1 and 3.2 kb td107A mRNAs (Hayward, 1977; Weiss et al., 1977). However, unlike the new RNAs found in ALV-induced lymphomas, which have only viral 5'-specific information, the 6.0 kb RNA hybridized to a probe (cDNA_rep) representative of the total ALV genome. In addition, this RNA hybridized to a molecularly cloned probe for the v-fps gene of FSV (data not shown).

Oligonucleotide fingerprinting of 16L RNA. Together with Lu-Hai Wang (Rockefeller University), I further characterized the genetic content of 16L viral RNA by oligonucleotide fingerprinting. Following poly(A) selection and sucrose density gradient centrifugation, 35S (helper viral RNA) and 30S (16L transforming component) peaks were observed. Preliminary fingerprint experiments demonstrated that 30S RNA isolated in this fashion was significantly contaminated with fragments of the 35S species (data not shown). To reduce this contamination, cDNA homologous to the 5' end of ALV RNA was prepared, extended with poly(dC), and hybridized to 30S RNA. The resulting hybrids were selected by oligo(dG) cellulose chromatography. Approximately 60% of the poly(A)-containing 30S RNA was recovered following this procedure.

Fig. 19 shows the RNase T1 oligonucleotide fingerprints of 16L 35S and 30S RNAs; the oligonucleotide compositions of spots
Figure 19. Fingerprint patterns of RNase T1-resistant oligonucleotides of td107A and 16L viral RNAs. 32P-labeled viral RNA was purified by sucrose density gradient centrifugation and oligo(dT)-cellulose column chromatography. The 30S component of 16L viral RNA was further purified by hybridization to poly(dC)-tailed cDNA. Numbering of td107A oligonucleotides followed that of Wang et al. (1978).
found in 16L but not in td107A are shown in Table 2. Comparing these fingerprints with fingerprints of td107A, FSV, and URI RNAs [URI is a recently characterized independent avian sarcoma virus isolate that contains the fps gene. (Balduzzi et al., 1981; Wang et al., 1981)] shows that (Figs. 19 and 20): (i) The 35S (helper) component of the 16L virus preparation has a fingerprint pattern identical to that of td107A; (ii) The 30S (transforming component) has 5' and 3' oligonucleotides indistinguishable from td107A but a large substitution for sequences in the interior of the td107A genome. (iii) The substituted sequence in 16L viral RNA contains four classes of oligonucleotides: (a) the majority of the oligonucleotides are present in the fps-specific sequences of both FSV and URI; (b) one spot, no. 58, is present in FSV, but not in URI; (c) another spot, no. 55, is present in URI but not in FSV, and (d) one spot, no. 59, is not present in td107A, FSV, or URI RNAs. (iv) The oligonucleotide differences found among 16L, FSV, and URI cannot be explained by single base changes (Hanafusa et al., 1980; Wang et al., 1981 and Table 2). The simplest interpretation of these data is that the substituted sequence in 16L virus is derived from cellular fps (c-fps) information. FSV and URI presumably also acquired c-fps information and subsequently diverged slightly.

Analysis of virus-specific proteins in 16L-infected cells. FSV (Hanafusa et al., 1980) and URI (Wang et al., 1981) encode gag-fps fusion polyproteins that have associated protein kinase activities specific for tyrosine residues, and which are the putative transforming proteins of these viruses (Pawson et al.,
Oligonucleotide maps of 16L virus and related viruses. The orders of RNase T1-resistant oligonucleotides of td107A, URI and FSV have been published previously (Wang et al., 1978, 1981; Hanafusa et al., 1980). The oligonucleotide maps of 16L "35S" and "30S" RNAs were deduced from the fingerprints shown in Figure 19. The scales at the left and right represent the genomes of td107A and the three sarcoma viruses. The size of each genetic region is indicated. 16L RNA contains oligonucleotides 9b and 11, which are derived from the gp37 coding region of td107A (T.Takeya and H. Hanafusa, personal communication). However, it is not clear whether any of the 3' oligonucleotides of URI or FSV are derived from the env gene. 16L virus oligonucleotides are shown in bold-face, as are identical oligonucleotides present in td107A, FSV or URI. Oligonucleotides within the brackets of each sarcoma viral RNA map are derived from fps-related sequences of the corresponding sarcoma virus. In addition to being designated by bold-face numbers, shared fps-specific oligonucleotides are connected by dashed lines. The base compositions of fps-specific oligonucleotides in 16L are shown in Table 2. (-) indicates the absence of a particular oligonucleotide from the corresponding position of the map. The actual positions of fps-related oligonucleotides in 16L viral RNA were not determined in this study. The indicated order of oligonucleotides common to FSV and URI is based on the previously determined oligonucleotide maps of these viruses (Hanafusa et al., 1980; Wang et al., 1981). Oligonucleotide 46 has a base composition similar to that of oligonucleotide 56 (Table 2 and Hanafusa et al., 1980) except that 46 is two nucleotides longer. It is not certain that 46 and 56 represent homologous sequences, so 46 is shown in parentheses. Cap I and Cap IV are cap-containing oligonucleotides of different length and composition.
Table 2. \textit{fps-related large RNase T1-resistant oligonucleotides present in 16L viral RNA.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot No.</th>
<th>RNase-resistant fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>1-2U, 4C, G, AC, 2AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>U, 4C, G, AC, 2AU, 1.5AAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>4C, G, 2AC, AAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>6C, 2AC, AU, AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>U, 7C, G, 0.4AC, AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>2U, 8C, 4AC, AU, AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58 &amp; 59</td>
<td>4U, 10C, G, 2AC, 3AU, AG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The composition analysis of oligonucleotides was done with spots recovered from the fingerprint of purified 31S 16L viral RNA shown in Fig.19.
1980b; Wang et al., 1981). In order to analyze 16L virus-specific proteins, Bernard Mathey-Prevot (Rockefeller University) labeled 16L-infected CEFs with $^{35}$S-methionine, and virus-specific proteins in the cell lysate were immunoprecipitated and electrophoresed on SDS-polyacrylamide gels. 16L-infected cells synthesized a 142K protein (P142) that was precipitated by anti-gag antiserum. Electrophoresis of P142, FSV P140, and URI P150 in adjacent lanes indicates that the 16L protein is larger than the FSV protein and smaller than the URI protein. P142 was also specifically immunoprecipitated by antibody specific for the fps component of P140 (Mathey-Prevot et al., 1982). To see whether P142 has protein kinase activity, cell extracts were immunoprecipitated with anti-gag anti-serum in the presence of $^{32}$P-ATP. In such an experiment, P142 was phosphorylated (data not shown). A similar result was previously obtained with the FSV and URI polyproteins (Feldman et al., 1980; Wang et al., 1981).

D. Isolation of Molecular Clones of Human DNA Related to v-onc Genes

The promoter insertion model implies that activation of one of a set of normal cellular genes (c-onc genes) can result in neoplasia. This suggests that activation of c-onc genes by agents other than viruses, such as chemical carcinogens and radiation, might also result in neoplasia. Since c-onc genes are present in all vertebrates, including man, it seemed reasonable that activation of c-onc genes might be involved in human cancer. As a first step towards investigating this question, I have
selected molecular clones of human DNA related to two c-onc genes, myc and src.

**Molecular cloning of human myc-related DNA.** A human genomic library (Ramirez et al., 1979) was kindly provided by Arthur Bank, Columbia University. This library consists of 15-20 kb fragments of a partial Eco R1 digestion of human DNA from a patient with β-thalessemia that have been ligated to the bacteriophage Ch 4A (Blattner et al., 1977). Recombinants were screened by the procedure of Benton and Davis (1977). Initially, the probe was the 1.9 kb fragment (right fragment) of a Sal I digest of the λtfj-7 3.1 kb Eco R1 insert (see Fig. 11). Several clones showed homology to this probe. Restriction analysis indicated that none of the clones analyzed were overlapping (data not shown). When these clones were tested for their ability to hybridize to v-myc probe, surprisingly, only one clone, λHm-10, showed detectable homology. It is not clear why so many other clones were detected with the tfj-7 Sal I fragment. Apparently there is some sequence within the putative intron of tfj-7 that is homologous to a sequence present in multiple copies in the human genome. This sequence is not present in multiple copies in chicken DNA, however, since genomic blots of chicken DNA hybridized with this probe show only a single band of hybridization (S. M. Astrin, personal communication).

Digestion of λHm-10 with Eco R1 gives three fragments in addition to the lambda arms: a 5.4 kb fragment, which comigrates with a 5.1 kb fragment, and a 3.2 kb fragment. Blotting and hybridization to v-myc probe (Fig. 21) show that only the comi-
Figure 21. Localization of myc-specific and human repeat sequences in λHm-10. Left panel: λHm-10 DNA was digested with Eco RI (E), electrophoresed in an agarose gel, and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. The blot was hybridized successively to \(^{32}\)P-labeled v-myc probe (m) and \(^{32}\)P-labeled total human DNA, which is effectively a probe for repeated sequences (r). Right panel: The 5.0-5.5 kb doublet generated by Eco RI digestion of λHm-10 DNA was eluted from a preparative gel, digested with various restriction enzymes, electrophoresed, and transferred to nitrocellulose. The blot was hybridized successively to v-myc (m) and repeat (r) probe. The asterisk indicates the 1 kb myc-specific, repeat-free Eco RI/Pst I fragment that has been subcloned into pBR322 (see text). \([P=Pst I, X=Xho I, H=Hind III]\)

For each panel, the numbers indicate the position of migration of \(^{32}\)P-labeled λ-Hind III markers.
grating bands at 5.0-5.5 kb contain v-myc-related sequences; there is no hybridization to the 3.2 kb fragment. By isolating the 5.0-5.5 kb doublet and digesting with a number of different restriction enzymes, it was possible to derive limited restriction maps for the 5.1 kb and 5.4 kb fragments. For example, digestion of the mixture of fragments with Kpn I gave two new bands, of size 4.55 and 0.55 kb, but left a 5.4 kb band as well. Digestion with Pst I gave 5 bands, of sizes 3.9 kb, 2.95 kb, 1.45 kb, 1.2 kb and 1.05 kb. Digestion with both Kpn I and Pst I resulted in the 1.05 kb Pst I fragment being digested with Kpn I, with no other changes in the restriction pattern observed in digestions with Pst I alone (data not shown). This indicated that the Pst I 1.05 kb fragment and the Kpn I 4.55 kb and 0.55 kb fragments were derived from the same (5.1 kb) Eco R1 fragment in the original λHm-10 clone. Similar analyses with other restriction enzymes allowed the construction of the maps shown in Fig. 22. A few restriction sites were also determined for the 3.2 kb Eco R1 fragment (Fig. 22, top), which was first purified by gel electrophoresis. In λHm-10, the 5.1 kb Eco R1 fragment is linked to the left arm of the Ch 4A vector (data not shown), but the relative orientation of the other two Eco R1 fragments is not clear. However, preliminary experiments with partial digests of λHm-10 indicate that the order is 5.1-5.4-3.2 (data not shown).

Human DNA contains several types of repeated sequences dispersed throughout the genome (Houck et al., 1979; Jelinek et al., 1980). The presence of repeated sequences in Hm-10 would prevent its use as a probe for levels of myc-related RNA in normal and tumor tissues. Hybridization of radiolabeled total human
Figure 22. Restriction maps of λHm-10 Eco RI inserts.
Maps of the three Eco RI inserts of λHm-10 were determined as described in the text. The order of fragments listed within parentheses is uncertain. v-myc-related information is located within the indicated region (solid bars), whereas human repeat-related information is located within the regions indicated by open bars. The precise location of myc- or repeat-related information within these regions is not yet known.
\( \lambda \) Hm-10 Eco RI Inserts

### 3.2 kb Insert

- 3.2
- (0.69, 0.79) \( \downarrow \) 1.75
- 1.95 \( \downarrow \) 1.25

**Restriction Sites:**
- XhoI, KpnI, HindIII, BglI
- PstI
- HpaI

### 5.4 kb Insert

- 5.4
- 1.45 \( \downarrow \) 3.9
- 4.8 \( \downarrow \) 0.56
- 0.9 \( \downarrow \) 3.3 \( \downarrow \) 1.1

**Restriction Sites:**
- BglI, XhoI, KpnI
- PstI
- HpaI
- HindIII

### 5.1 kb Insert

- 5.1
- 2.95 \( \downarrow \) 1.2 \( \downarrow \) 1.05
- 4.2 \( \downarrow \) 0.91
- 4.55 \( \downarrow \) 0.55
- 1.7 \( \downarrow \) 3.4
- 1.15 \( \downarrow \) 1.6 \( \downarrow \) 0.4 \( \downarrow \) 2.0

**Restriction Sites:**
- HpaI
- PstI
- XhoI
- KpnI
- BglI
- HindIII

**Gene:**
- myc
DNA to a blot of Eco R1-digested λHm-10 indicated that both the 5.0-5.5 kb doublet and the 3.2 kb fragment had homology to human repeat DNA. Since single copy DNA represents a very small fraction of the total human genome, a radiolabeled total human DNA probe would only detect repeated sequences.

In an effort to localize myc-related and repeat-related information within Hm-10, λHm-10 DNA was digested with a variety of restriction enzymes and blotted. The blots were then hybridized consecutively to v-myc and total human DNA probe (Fig. 21, right). From this analysis, it is clear that all of the myc-related sequences in λHm-10 reside in the 5.1 kb insert within the 1.05 kb Pst I fragment. This fragment (Fig. 21, asterisk) is free of repeat information. Sequences in Hm-10 related to repeat DNA have been localized to the regions indicated in Fig. 22 (open bars). The precise position(s) of the repeat sequences within the indicated regions in Fig. 22 has not yet been determined.

The 1.05 kb Pst I fragment, which contains all of the myc-related information in λHm-10, is too small to encode all of the information present in the chicken c-myc gene (at least 1.6 kb, see Fig. 12). To determine what part of chicken c-myc is present in Hm-10, the 1.05 kb Pst I fragment was subcloned into pBR322 to give clone pHm-10, radiolabeled, and hybridized to a blot of λc-myc 2 DNA digested with Eco R1 in combination with other restriction enzymes. The results are shown in Fig. 23. The pHm-10 probe detects only the 1.9 kb Sal I fragment, the 0.74 kb Bal I fragment, the 0.83 kb Hinc II fragment, and the 0.85 kb Cla I fragment of c-myc. The other, faint bands in Fig. 23 do not correspond to c-myc restriction fragments and probably represent
Figure 23. The extent of myc-related information present in $\lambda$Hm-10. $\lambda$c-myc 2 was digested with Eco R1 in combination with the indicated restriction enzyme, electrophoresed and transferred to nitrocellulose. The blot was hybridized to $^{32}$P-labeled pHm-10, a subclone of $\lambda$Hm-10 that contains all of the v-myc-related information present in $\lambda$Hm-10 (see text and Figs. 21, 22). The positions of migration of $^{32}$P-labeled $\lambda$-Hind III fragments and their sizes (in kb) are indicated by open arrows. [S1=Sal I, Bl=Bal I, M=marker fragments, Hc=Hinc II, C=Cla I]
partial digestion of the λcmyc 2 DNA. Since the 0.83 kb Hinc II fragment and the 0.85 kb Cla I fragment overlap by only 100-150 nucleotides (see Fig. 11), there are only 100-150 nucleotides of sequence within Hm-10 that are strongly homologous to chicken c-myc.

Molecular cloning of human src-related DNA. Recombinant bacteriophage from the human library were also screened with a probe for the v-src gene (that also included a small amount of env information), generously provided by Tatsuo Takeya, Rockefeller University. From 800,000 bacteriophage screened, two identical clones, λHs-9 and λHs-14, were obtained. Only λHs-9 was further characterized.

Digestion of λHs-9 with Eco RI yields two restriction fragments in addition to the vector arms: a 9.4 kb fragment and a 5.3 kb fragment. Both of these fragments hybridize to the v-src probe in a Southern (1975) analysis (Fig. 24). The 9.4 kb fragment apparently has more src information than the 5.3 kb fragment, judging by the relative intensities of the bands in Fig. 24. Both fragments also contain human repeat sequences, as seen by their hybridization to total human DNA probe. The relative intensities of the 9.4 kb and 5.3 kb bands with this probe are approximately the same.

To begin to localize src- and repeat-related sequences within Hs-9, the 9.4 kb and 5.3 kb fragments were purified by gel electrophoresis and their restriction maps determined (Fig. 25). As can be seen by the relative intensities of hybridization using src and repeat probes on the same blot of λHs-9 digested
Figure 24. Localization of src- and repeat-related sequences in λHs-9. λHs-9 was digested with Eco R1 alone (E) or in combination with various other restriction enzymes electrophoresed, and transferred to nitrocellulose. Blots were hybridized sequentially to v-src (src) and total human DNA (repeat) probes (see text). The positions of migration of λ-Hind III size markers are shown. [B=Bam HI, H=Hind III, P=Pst I, M=marker fragments, Sl=Sal I, Bg=Bgl I, Bl=Bal I]
with Eco RI alone, or in combination with other restriction enzymes (Fig. 24), src-related and repeat-related sequences in Hs-9 have a different distribution. Using the same type of analysis as described above for the human myc-related clones, the src-related (cross-hatched bars) and repeat-related (open bars) sequences in Hs-9 have been localized within the regions indicated in Fig. 25.

One implication of these localization experiments is that the human src-related locus probably has introns, as the chicken c-src gene does (Shalloway et al., 1981; Takeya et al., 1981). This follows from the finding that the src-related regions in the 9.4 kb and the 5.3 kb fragments do not extend to the ends of either fragment. Assuming that the 5.3 kb and the 9.4 kb fragments were originally linked in the chicken genome, the src-related information would thus be interrupted by non-src sequences. This assumption seems reasonable since it is highly unlikely that two unlinked sequences that ligated randomly during the generation of the library would both have src-related sequences.

It is not yet clear what the relative orientation of the 9.4 kb and the 5.3 kb fragments is in λHs-9. Preliminary experiments suggest that the 5.3 kb fragment contains sequences homologous to the extreme left end of chicken c-src, but further analysis is necessary to determine the precise representation and localization of chicken c-src-related sequences in the λHs-9 clone.
Figure 25. Restriction maps of λHs-9 Eco R1 inserts. Restriction maps were determined for the 9.4 kb and 5.3 kb Eco R1 inserts of λHs-9. The order of fragments shown in parentheses is uncertain. Regions containing v-src-related (solid bars) or repeat-related (open bars) information are indicated. The precise location of src- and repeat-related sequences within these regions is not known.
A. **Lymphomagenesis by ALV**

**Virus-related DNA and RNA in ALV-induced lymphomas.** Analysis of the virus-related DNA and RNA leads to the following general conclusions: (1) *Viral* gene products are not required for maintenance of neoplastic transformation. Many of the proviruses studied by S. Astrin were found to be extensively defective, as shown by the absence of the 2.4 kb internal 5'-containing Eco RI fragment in these tumors. ALV proviruses in lymphomas examined by other investigators were also defective (Payne et al., 1981, 1982; Fung et al., 1981). Similarly, I have found that over 50% of ALV-induced lymphomas fail to express 35S and/or 21S viral mRNAs (Fig. 7). (2) At least one copy of the LTR is present in all tumors. Astrin has identified 5'-containing tumor junction fragments in all tumors. Similarly, all ALV-induced tumors examined by Payne et al. (1981, 1982), Fung et al. (1981) and Cooper and Neiman (1981) had at least one copy of the LTR. (3) **ALV-induced lymphomas are clonal.** Unique proviral integration sites were detected by restriction analysis in the DNA from all primary bursal tumors. Metastases had the same restriction pattern as bursal tumors in the same animal, suggesting that all of the tumor cells are descendants of a single, infected cell. This result has also been obtained by others (Neiman et al., 1980b; Payne et al., 1981; Fung et al., 1981). Thus, the initiating event in ALV lymphomagenesis is probably a rare event. (4) Tumors from different birds have integration
sites in common. Restriction analysis revealed that the same tumor junction fragments were present in tumors from different birds. This suggested that proviruses in tumors were integrated adjacent to a limited number of cellular genes or, alternatively, at a limited number of sites adjacent to the same cellular gene. (5) ALV-induced lymphomas contain discrete new poly(A) RNAs consisting of viral sequences (R+U5) covalently linked to cellular sequences. Most tumors contained either a 2.5 or 2.9 kb new RNA that had no viral information other than sequences homologous to 5' probe (Figs. 7 and 8). Since these new RNAs fall into a limited number of size classes, they most likely represent transcription of the same or a limited number of cellular genes. (6) These new RNAs are expressed at high levels in lymphomas. Hybridization kinetic analysis by W.S. Hayward indicated that the levels were 30-100 times higher than the levels of expression of c-onc genes in uninfected cells (Hayward, 1977; Wang et al., 1977; Spector et al., 1978a,b; Sheiness and Bishop, 1979; Chen, 1980; Shibuya et al., 1982). (7) There is no evidence for the participation or generation of a rapidly transforming virus in ALV-induced lymphomas. No virus capable of transforming fibroblasts was recovered from any of the lymphomas tested (e.g. 34L, Fig. 18). Viruses containing the v-myc gene transform fibroblasts with high efficiency (Langlois et al., 1970; Graf, 1973). Virus from one sample, RP9, was further tested by injection into 1-7 day old chickens. Lymphomas appeared after a long latent period (>4 months), but no rapidly developing neoplasia was observed. In addition, the structure of the myc-specific RNAs in lymphomas is not consistent with that of a viral genome. All
known defective transforming viruses contain viral sequences at the 5' and 3' ends of their genome (see Fig. 2). Sequences at the 3' end encode recognition signals for reverse transcription of viral RNA, integration of proviral DNA and synthesis of viral mRNA. Analysis of RNA from ALV-induced lymphomas revealed with rep probe (Fig. 8) and with a probe specific for the c region (data not shown) revealed no viral 3' information. Furthermore, sequences thought to be involved in RNA packaging (Linial et al., 1978), located in the region from about 100 to 350 nucleotides from the 5' end (Shank and Linial, 1980), are not present in the tumor-specific RNAs (Fig. 8 and G. Gasic and W.S. Hayward, personal communication).

**Activation of c-myc by promoter insertion.** These data suggest that lymphomagenesis by ALV requires proviral integration adjacent to a specific cellular gene and "read-off" from the viral promoter in the LTR, resulting in enhanced expression of the cellular gene. This can account, at least in part, for the observed latency in ALV-induced oncogenesis. In the vast majority of ALV-induced lymphomas (>80%; Hayward et al., 1981b; S.M. Astrin, unpublished), this cellular gene is c-myc, the cellular counterpart of v-myc, the transforming gene of MC29 virus (Fig. 26). This follows from three observations: (1) W.S. Hayward's finding that c-myc expression is 30-100 times higher in ALV-induced lymphomas than in normal tissue; (2) that the new RNAs containing viral 5' information also contain c-myc information (Fig. 9); and (3) that tumor junction fragments contain viral 5' information as well as c-myc information (S.M. Astrin's results
Figure 26. Activation of c-myc by promoter insertion in ALV-induced lymphomagenesis. The ALV provirus is shown integrated upstream of the bulk of c-myc coding information in an orientation such that new RNAs could initiate within the LTR and continue downstream into c-myc. This orientation is observed in the vast majority of ALV-induced lymphomas (see text).
and the results of molecular cloning experiments; see Fig. 10). Since tumor junction fragments of different sizes have myc information, integration at several sites upstream of c-myc can apparently lead to activation of this gene.

It is unclear why c-myc should be the gene activated in such a high percentage of ALV-induced lymphomas. Many other c-onc genes have been identified (see Introduction), and others undoubtably remain to be discovered by either tumor virologists or tumor viruses. One possible reason for preferential involvement of c-myc is tissue specificity for neoplastic transformation by a given onc gene. In tissue culture, MC29 transforms both hematopoietic cells (Graf, 1973) and fibroblasts (Langlois et al., 1970; Graf, 1973). Until recently, it was thought that MC29 and other v-myc-containing viruses did not cause lymphomas. Earlier workers reported that MC29 caused myelocytomatosis, fibrosarcomas, and carcinomas in infected birds (Langlois et al., 1970; Graf and Beug, 1978), with the relative incidence of these neoplasms depending mainly on the route of injection of the virus. Recent experiments, however, have demonstrated a fairly high incidence (~20%) of lymphomas in MC29-infected chickens (C. Moscovici and W.S. Hayward, personal communication). These lymphomas developed more slowly (1-3 months) than other MC29-induced neoplasms; presumably earlier workers failed to report lymphomas induced by ALV because many of the birds died first from other neoplastic diseases. The lymphomas observed were clearly not due to the helper virus MCAV (MC29 virus-associated virus), because (1) no lymphomas were observed during the first four months in birds infected only with MCAV, and (2) the MC29-induced lymphomas
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expressed high levels of 5.5 kb MC29 RNA, which is easily dis-
tinguished from the 2.5-2.9 kb myc-specific RNA in ALV-induced
tumors (C.-K. Shih and W. S. Hayward, personal communication).

Tissue specificity alone, however, may not be adequate to
explain the preferential involvement of c-myc in B-cell lymphomas
induced by ALV. Abelson murine leukemia virus, also induces B-
cell lymphomas and transforms lymphocytes in vitro (Rosenberg and
Baltimore, 1980), yet there is no evidence that c-abl is
activated in ALV-induced lymphomas. It is possible that other
c-onc genes are activated by ALV in the ALV-induced lymphomas
that do not show enhanced myc expression. However, these account
for a small percentage of the lymphomas. Similarly, since MCAV
induces primarily lymphomas (after the appropriate latent
period), and since the infectivity of MC29(MCAV) is determined by
MCAV, it is unclear why the spectrum of neoplastic disease
induced by MCAV and MC29/MCAV would not be the same, were all c-
onc genes equally susceptible to activation by ALV. But lympho-
mas account for a relatively small fraction of the neoplasms
induced by MC29(MCAV) (C. Moscovici and W.S. Hayward, personal
communication).

It seems likely, then, that other factors favor activation
of c-myc by ALV. Breindl et al. (1980) have suggested that pro-
viruses integrate preferentially into transcriptionally active
regions of chromosomes. If c-myc is in a transcriptionally active
conformation at some stage of B-cell differentiation,
integration within this region might occur with higher than ran-
dom frequency. It is interesting that c-myc appears to be
expressed at higher levels in the bursae of 20-30 day-old
chickens than in either older or younger chickens (C.-K. Shih and W.S. Hayward, personal communication). However, there is as yet no evidence that this increased expression correlates with an altered chromosomal conformation of c-myc. Alternatively, c-myc may be more readily activated by the promoter insertion mechanism due to some structural feature(s) of this gene. Integration at several sites upstream from c-myc can result in its activation. This multiplicity of potentially "productive" sites might increase the probability of activating this gene over other c-onc genes, which might only be activated by integration at a more limited number of sites. Another possibility is that proviral integration might occur with higher than random frequency in the c-myc locus because of some as yet undetermined sequence presence in c-myc. However, it should be emphasized that no specificity for cellular acceptor sites has been demonstrated for any retrovirus (see Introduction).

Defectiveness of the integrated provirus. As mentioned above, most of the proviruses integrated in the vicinity of c-myc in ALV-induced lymphomas have been found to be defective. In every case where only a single integrated provirus was detected, that provirus was found to be defective based on restriction analysis (results of S.M. Astrin; see also Payne et al., 1981, 1982; Fung et al., 1981) and/or the absence of 35S and/or 21S viral mRNAs. Many tumors with multiple integrated proviruses also lacked the internal fragment of the provirus, and, in a large proportion of those that contained this fragment, it was present at substantially less than one copy per cell (as
estimated by band intensity). The internal fragments in these
tumors probably represented proviruses introduced by secondary
infections of a minor portion of the cells at some later stage in
tumor development. In many tumors, only one of the two proviral
LTRs was detected. Noori-Daloii et al. (1981) reported that one
lymphoma induced by reticuloendotheliosis virus (REV) contained
an essentially intact provirus integrated adjacent to the c-myc
gene (see below). However, these investigators did not determine
whether a small part of the REV provirus (for example, the left
LTR) was absent in this tumor. Payne et al. (1981) have reported
an ALV-induced lymphoma in which only the left LTR may be missing
from the provirus integrated adjacent to c-myc.

Several tumors contained proviruses integrated at multiple
sites, and in roughly equimolar amounts. Since none of the
integration sites, other than those adjacent to c-myc appeared to
be common to more than one tumor, it is likely that only pro-
viruses adjacent to c-myc are at all relevant to neoplastic
transformation. The determination of the restriction map of c-
myc (Fig. 10) along with knowledge of the restriction map of
several ALV strains has permitted the analysis of proviral
sequences covalently linked to the c-myc gene. This was done by
identifying restriction fragments that contained both myc-
specific and viral sequences (S.M. Astrin, personal communi-
cation). All of the proviruses analyzed contained substantial
deletions, which ranged in length from 0.5 kb to more than 7 kb.
The minimum amount of viral information found in any of the lym-
phomas was about 0.4 kb—approximately the size of the LTR—sug-
gesting that the LTR alone is sufficient for activation of c-myc.
The high frequency of deletions within these proviruses suggests that defectiveness may play an essential role in ALV-induced lymphomagenesis. One possible explanation is that cells lacking any complete proviruses (and thus not expressing viral antigens) might be more likely to escape detection by the host immune system. These cells might then enjoy a selective advantage and could thus proliferate more rapidly and develop into tumors. This possible advantage might not apply to those tumors that contain complete proviruses integrated at other sites and synthesize apparently normal viral mRNA. It is possible, though, that these viral mRNAs are synthesized by proviruses that were introduced into the cells at more advanced stages of tumor development, or that the mRNAs are defective in ways not discernible by the hybridization techniques used. It is interesting that several tumors apparently expressed normal amounts of 35S mRNA but no detectable 21S mRNA. These tumors could contain almost intact proviruses and still fail to express the major viral antigenic determinant, the env gene product, since env is translated from 21S mRNA (see Introduction). There may be more subtle defects in 21S mRNA, rendering it untranslatable, in those tumors where it is expressed. A second possible explanation for a requirement for proviral defectiveness is that the viral promoter within the right LTR cannot be used efficiently if normal transcription (from the left LTR) is taking place. During normal viral RNA synthesis, chain elongation proceeds into the right LTR, beyond the site where RNA polymerase would bind in initiation of downstream transcription. Thus the binding of polymerase or other proteins involved in transcription from the right LTR
might be disrupted. It should be possible to test this idea by examining the relative efficiency in vivo or in vitro of a template containing tandem copies of the LTR. Finally, the observed defectiveness may reflect some property of the c-myc locus at a particular stage of development (perhaps the time when integration occurs). It may thus be related to the high frequency of integration adjacent to c-myc in ALV-induced lymphomas. Many of the proviruses integrated at sites other than adjacent to c-myc were also defective. Perhaps this high frequency of deletions reflects the functioning of some recombination/transposition activity in bursal cells.

It is not known whether the observed proviral defectiveness is generated before or after integration. Thus far no common features have been found among the many different defective proviruses that might suggest a specific mechanism for generating these deletions. The cases where a single LTR remains integrated adjacent to c-myc could be generated by homologous recombination between the LTRs of a complete provirus, but other deletions would presumably involve non-homologous events. It is clear, however, that if defectiveness is an essential step in ALV-induced oncogenesis, the probability that infection would lead to tumor formation would be substantially reduced. This would be another contributing factor to the latency of the ALV-induced neoplasia. If the deletion event occurs after integration, it might help explain the multi-stage kinetics of lymphoma induction (see Introduction).

The two-gene model of ALV lymphomagenesis. Cooper and Nei-
man (1980, 1981) used a different approach aimed at identifying genes responsible for ALV-induced lymphomas. High molecular weight tumor DNA was tested in transfection experiments for its ability to induce morphologic transformation of NIH/3T3 cells. They found that DNA from ALV-induced tumors caused morphologic transformation of recipient cells with a frequency substantially higher than that found with normal cell DNA. However, no viral LTR or coding sequences were detected in the DNA of the recipient transformed cells. This led them to conclude that proviral DNA sequences were not directly involved in oncogenesis (Cooper and Neiman, 1980).

Following the observation that c-myc is activated in most ALV-induced lymphomas, Cooper and Neiman (1981) analyzed their transformants to determine if c-myc had been transferred in their experiments. Tests of the DNA and RNA of donor lymphoma cells confirmed the existence of proviral integration adjacent to c-myc as well as the presence of RNA transcripts containing viral 5' and c-myc information. However, no new c-myc sequences were detected in the DNA of the transformed recipient cells transfected with the lymphoma DNA.

To reconcile these apparently conflicting observations, the authors proposed that two cellular genes are involved in lymphomagenesis: the c-myc gene, activated by proviral integration, and a second, unlinked gene, activated by an unknown mechanism that does not involve direct proviral integration. One possibility is that the activated c-myc gene causes, either directly or indirectly, further rearrangements of cellular genes, and that one of these rearrangements results in activation of the cellular
gene that is detected in the transformation assay. This is consistent with the multi-stage nature of lymphoma development. However, there are other possible explanations that account for the observed kinetics without invoking the involvement of another onc gene (see below). There are estimates that as many as 1,000 genes may be activated in transformation by retroviruses (Groudine and Weintraub, 1980) and papovaviruses (A. Levine, personal communication); one or more of these genes may be capable of causing transformation of NIH/3T3 cells. Cooper and Neiman's results do imply that the activated gene is structurally altered in cis. Nevertheless, the activity detected in the transfection assay may reflect a secondary consequence of c-myc expression that is not directly involved in lymphomagenesis.

The latency of lymphoma induction by ALV. The long latency of tumor induction by ALV and other slowly transforming viruses is only partly explained by the low probability of integration events that could lead to the activation of a potentially oncogenic cellular gene. As mentioned above, either a requirement for proviral defectiveness and/or the two gene model of Cooper and Neiman could contribute to the long latent period observed. It is also possible that the host immune response plays some important role; there may be a dynamic process between transformation and immune surveillance. Alternatively, it is possible that the target cell for transformation is only present at specific times in development. For example, if integration occurs preferentially within transcriptionally active regions as suggested by Breindl et al. (1980), integration near a specific
c-onc gene would occur only when this gene is normally expressed.

**Structure of the c-myc gene in normal cells and in ALV-induced lymphomas.** The structures of molecular clones containing provirus-host cell junctions from the DNA of two independent ALV-induced lymphomas were compared to the structure of a clone of the normal c-myc gene. The results of restriction mapping (Fig. 11), Southern blot-hybridizations (not shown) and DNA sequencing (G. Gasic, Rockefeller University) show that, in these two tumors, the right LTR of an ALV provirus has integrated adjacent to and upstream from the bulk of c-myc coding sequences. Integration has occurred without gross structural rearrangement of the c-myc locus. The provirus is oriented such that the LTR could activate downstream transcription of c-myc.

Because the clones analyzed contained proviral information at their right ends, it was not possible to analyze the effect of proviral integration on the integrity of upstream sequences (which probably include the normal c-myc RNA polymerase II initiation site). Noori-Daloii et al. (1981) have reported that integration of REV proviruses adjacent to c-myc is accompanied by deletion of c-myc sequences. However, it was not possible to determine from their data whether the deletions occurred upstream or downstream from the integrated provirus. This point is of interest because the region upstream from the right LTR may be a region of frequent deletion in ALV-induced lymphomas since proviral defectiveness occurs nearly all of the time as well. Alternatively, if the deletions in the REV-induced lymphomas involved sequences downstream from the integrated provirus, it
would be interesting to know if the bulk of c-myc coding sequences were perturbed.

In order to help localize potential coding sequences in the c-myc locus, the tfj-10 clone was compared to a clone containing the v-myc gene by restriction mapping (Fig. 12). There are two regions of v-myc-related sequences, which are probably exons, separated by about 1 kb of sequences unrelated to v-myc, which is probably an intron. The exon sizes are 0.72 kb (left) and 0.85 kb (right). The total amount of coding information (1.6 kb) shared between v-myc and c-myc is essentially identical to previously reported estimates of the size of the v-myc gene (Mellon et al., 1978; Sheiness et al., 1978). Also, Robins et al. (1982) have recently reported similar values for these putative c-myc exons based upon heteroduplex mapping of c-myc/v-myc hybrids. The restriction maps in the v-myc-related regions of the c-myc clone (derived from a Rhode Island Red chicken) and the tfj clones (derived from White Leghorn chickens) are identical to each other and to the v-myc clone. This suggests that c-myc information is highly conserved in chickens, in agreement with previous data (Sheiness and Bishop, 1979).

It is formally possible that the 1 kb of sequence between the two coding regions in c-myc that is not present in v-myc, which I have suggested is an intron, is actually present in the tumor-specific mRNAs. However, this is highly unlikely. The size of the tumor-specific mRNA produced in tumors 7 and 10 is 2.5 kb (Figs. 7 and 9). This RNA is not big enough to encode all of the information present in the 0.72 kb, 0.85 kb, and 0.96 kb regions in addition to 100-200 nucleotides of poly(A) and at
least 99 nucleotides (R+U5) from the ALV LTR. It seems highly unlikely that sequences in c-myc that are also present in v-myc would be absent from c-myc mRNA. Current evidence (S. Braverman and W.S. Hayward, personal communication) suggests that recombination between RNA tumor viruses occurs after packaging of the heterologous RNAs into virus particles. It is likely that recombination between slowly transforming viruses and c-onc genes involves packaging of the c-onc mRNA. If recombination involves a processed RNA intermediate, introns could not be regenerated, and v-myc should only contain sequences present in c-myc mRNA.

Based on these studies, I have constructed a model of what is now known about the c-myc locus and its putative transcript following integration of an ALV provirus (Fig. 27). The 0.85 kb and 0.72 kb "exons" are positioned relative to a few restriction sites. Together, they account for about 1.6 kb of information in the 2.5 kb mRNA produced in tumors 7 and 10. Whether or not the mRNA proceeds past the right end of the 0.85 kb "exon" is not as yet established. Payne et al. (1982) have presented some evidence that tumor-specific mRNAs may extend beyond the Eco RI site in c-myc. Also, the tumor-specific RNA contains at least 99 nucleotides from the ALV LTR and 100-200 nucleotides of poly(A). Therefore, the entire region from the LTR to the 0.72 kb "exon" probably is not present in the 2.5 kb RNA. Instead, there is probably at least one more exon and one more intron, both of unknown length, within this region of c-myc. The finding of putative splice donor sites in both tjf-7 and tjf-10, in which integration has occurred 500 nucleotides upstream from tjf-7 (data of G. Gasic), suggests that there may be at least four
Figure 27. Model of the c-myc locus and its putative transcript following integration of an ALV provirus upstream from c-myc. The top of the figure shows a schematic view of the structure of the c-myc locus in tumor 10. Putative coding (exon) and non-coding (intron) domains are indicated, as are the ALV LTR and a few restriction sites. The bottom of the figure shows a model for the genesis of the tumor-specific 2.5 kb mRNA (see text). Transcription initiates at the Cap site in the viral LTR and proceeds downstream. Regions indicated by dashed lines are presumably removed by splicing. Uncertainties regarding the existence and sizes of additional exons and introns, as well as the precise 3' end of the mRNA are indicated by question marks (?).
exons and three introns in c-myc. The additional c-myc exons are probably small (not more than a few hundred nucleotides) and may form part of a leader sequence in c-myc mRNA. This suggestion is consistent with the multiple putative precursor RNAs observed in long exposures of Northern blots of tumor RNAs (Fig. 13). Since the exact number and sizes of additional exons and introns are as yet unclear, there are question marks in the appropriate regions of Fig. 27. Conclusive resolution of this issue awaits S-1 mapping of the tumor-specific mRNAs.

The data suggest that proviral integration in tumors 7 and 10 occurs upstream of all of the c-myc information that is found in v-myc, which probably represents the bulk of c-myc coding sequences as well. All other tumors studied by Astrin had Eco RI tumor junction fragments of at least 2.7 kb in length. Assuming that integration in these tumors also occurred without gross alteration of c-myc, then integration in these tumors also occurred upstream of these putative coding sequences. However, the data also suggest that there are additional exons in c-myc. It is unclear whether these exons contain coding or leader sequences. This issue cannot be resolved conclusively at present because the protein encoded by the c-myc gene has not yet been identified and the DNA sequence of the entire c-myc locus (and thus the start codon for c-myc protein) has not been determined. I cannot unambiguously state that there is no alteration in c-myc coding information in tumors 7 and 10. However, there are a few tumors that had considerably larger tumor junction fragments—on the order of 5 kb (S.M. Astrin, personal communication). In vitro transcription experiments using the p-cmyc subclone as the
template (Fig. 16) indicate that the furthest putative initiation site for RNA polymerase II is located 4.4 kb upstream from the Eco R1 site at the right of c-myc (Fig. 17). Although it has not yet been demonstrated that either of the two putative initiation sites functions in vivo, comparisons of initiation sites determined by in vitro and in vivo experiments in other systems (Cepko et al., 1981; Fire et al., 1981) have, in general, been in good agreement. In particular, I am aware of no example in which specific initiation is detected in vitro and yet none of the initiation sites defined in this manner are utilized in vivo. In addition, Payne et al. (1982) have provided suggestive evidence that a potential initiation site in vivo is located about 3.5 kb upstream from the right Eco R1 site in c-myc. This corresponds with the site I_1 as defined in my in vitro transcription experiments. Preliminary studies aimed at examining precursor RNAs to the normal c-myc mRNA suggest that a c-myc promoter is located no more than 4 kb from the Eco R1 site. Thus it is likely that, at least in these few tumors with larger junction fragments, proviral integration has occurred without any alteration of c-myc.

The finding that there are at least two potential initiation sites within the c-myc locus is interesting. If both sites are used in vivo, they may be important in regulation of transcription from the normal c-myc locus. Multiple initiation sites that are differentially regulated have been identified in other eukaryotic systems such as the yeast invertase gene (Carlson and Botstein, 1982) and the mouse a-amylase gene (Young et al., 1981), as well as in prokaryotes. It will be particularly important to define the 5' ends of c-myc mRNA when c-myc expression is
slightly higher than normal (i.e., in the bursae of normal 20-30 day old chickens), compared with the 5' end of c-myc mRNA at other times.

Although my in vitro transcription results using the tjf-7 subclone are consistent with initiation occurring at the appropriate site (the normal viral Cap site) in the LTR, there does not seem to be any striking quantitative difference in the efficiency of transcription of the tjf-7 and c-myc templates. This could be because the in vitro transcription system lacks certain factors necessary for proper quantitative regulation of transcription. Alternatively, it may be that the tjf-7 clone, which begins at the Eco RI site located about 60 nucleotides upstream of R, lacks LTR sequences upstream of this Eco RI site that are positive modulators of transcription. This latter possibility is particularly interesting in light of the recent results of Grosschedl and Birnstiel (1982) in the sea urchin histone gene system. Previous workers had been unable to demonstrate any effect of sequences upstream from the TATA box on transcription in vitro. However, as mentioned previously (see Introduction), the major modulating sequence for transcription efficiency in vivo appears to be more than 60 nucleotides upstream from the normal initiation site. Grosschedl and Birnstiel, however, demonstrated that a sequence located 110-140 nucleotides upstream of the initiation site for the H2A mRNA was a positive modulator of transcription in vitro when circular DNA was used as the template and start sites were determined by the S1 mapping procedure of Berk and Sharp (1977). Using the truncated template assay for initiation sites, this upstream sequence
had no effect on the efficiency of in vitro transcription. They suggest that this is because free ends can mimic the function of the upstream modulator sequence, which they suggest is to provide an entry site for RNA polymerase II. It will be important to test the relative efficiency of in vitro transcription of the tif-7 clone following ligation to the rest of the U3 sequences using an S1 assay.

The gene product of c-myc. The protein encoded by the c-myc gene has not yet been identified in either ALV-induced lymphomas or normal cells. This presumably is due to a technical difficulty, the inability to prepare antisera specific for the myc part of the gag-myc fusion protein of MC29 and related viruses. The myc fusion protein does not appear to have protein kinase activity (Bister et al., 1980; Sefton et al., 1980), unlike the many other v-onc proteins that have kinase activity. Recent evidence suggests that the myc fusion protein is located in the cell nucleus (R. Eisenman, personal communication), instead of on the cell membrane (as are several other onc proteins). This suggests the possibility that the c-myc protein may function by interacting directly with DNA. Perhaps it has transposase or "recombinase" activities, in light of the Cooper-Neiman "two gene" model. It is interesting in this regard that expression of c-myc may be somewhat higher in cells and tissues undergoing genetic rearrangements involving the immunoglobulin genes (T and B cells: T. Gonda, J.M. Bishop and H. Varmus, personal communication; early bursal tissue: C.-K. Shih and W.S. Hayward, personal communication).
Orientation of the provirus: the role of the LTR. In the majority of ALV-induced lymphomas analyzed thus far by our group, as well as other groups (Payne et al., 1981, 1982; Fung et al., 1981), the provirus is integrated in an orientation that would permit transcription to initiate at the viral promoter and continue into c-myc. Payne et al. (1982), however, have identified several tumors in which the provirus is integrated in other orientations. Of twelve tumors analyzed, four contained proviruses integrated upstream of c-myc but in the opposite transcriptional orientation. Another tumor contained a provirus integrated in the same transcriptional orientation, as c-myc, but downstream from the bulk of c-myc coding sequences (as defined by v-myc probe, see Fig. 12). Several of these tumors contained elevated levels of myc-specific RNA that was not linked to viral 5' sequences, suggesting that transcription of c-myc in this tumor did not initiate at the viral promoter.

Thus it appears that sequences within the provirus can exert a regulatory influence over c-myc without providing an initiation site. In the tumor in which integration had occurred downstream from c-myc, this regulatory influence acts at a distance several kilobases from the initiation site (presumably the c-myc promoter). In this tumor the myc-specific transcript appears to terminate in the viral LTR. It is possible that c-myc activation in this tumor results from a slightly different mechanism, related to poly(A) addition or termination signals in the LTR. Control of gene expression at the level of termination has been documented in several prokaryotic systems. Perhaps the most relevant system to downstream LTR activation of c-myc is the
phenomenon of retroregulation in bacteriophage lambda (Schindler and Echols, 1981). In this system, termination at alternative sites results in the presence or absence of a processing signal for RNase III, with resultant effect on mRNA stability. By providing alternative termination [or poly(A) addition] sites, the LTR could be functioning in a similar fashion. In the case of the upstream LTRs, the LTR could be functioning as an antiterminator, analogous to the regulatory elements described for several prokaryotic amino acid biosynthesis operons (see Yanofsky, 1981). This would require proviral integration downstream from the normal c-myc initiation site for RNA synthesis. It is not clear from the published data of Payne et al. (1982) exactly where the ALV provirus is integrated relative to the putative c-myc initiation sites in those cases where the provirus is upstream of c-myc but inverted.

The finding that alternative orientations of the LTR can lead to activation of c-myc is reminiscent of several studies in which putative regulatory elements have been linked in various orientations to cellular genes and their effects assayed in vivo. Vande Woude and his collaborators (Blair et al., 1980, 1981; Oskarsson et al., 1980) have cloned the transforming gene (v-mos) of Moloney murine sarcoma virus (MoMSV) and its cellular counterpart (c-mos). These cloned genes do not induce transformation at significant frequency in an NIH/3T3 cell transfection assay. However, when either c-mos or v-mos DNAs are linked to the MoMSV LTR, transformation occurs at high frequency. With v-mos, enhancement of transforming activity was observed when the LTR was linked either upstream or downstream from the coding
sequences (Blair et al., 1980). With c-mos, however, high frequency transformation was observed only when the LTR was located upstream from the coding sequences (Oskarsson et al., 1980; Blair et al., 1981). Recently DeFeo et al. (1981) have shown that ligation of an LTR upstream from the c-rasH gene (cellular counterpart of the transforming gene of Harvey murine sarcoma virus) can also cause transformation of NIH/3T3 cells. Ligation of LTRs at several sites downstream from this gene did not cause activation (DeFeo et al., 1981 and D. Lowy, personal communication). The reason for the different behavior of the v-onc and c-onc genes in the transfection assay is unclear at present. The LTR appears to be functioning, both in these transfection experiments and in ALV-induced lymphomas, in a manner similar to that of the SV40 72-bp repeat (Benoist and Chambon, 1981; Gruss et al., 1981; Banerji et al., 1981; Moreau et al., 1981), which appears to activate transcription in a bi-directional manner. The recent observation that a 72-bp repeat in the MoMSV LTR can replace the SV40 repeats functionally (Levinson et al., 1982) strengthens this comparison. With the report of Payne et al. (1982) that alternative orientations of the LTR can activate c-myc, S. Astrin and I rechecked all of our tumors for which sample was still available. In about 85% of those tumors where the provirus was integrated adjacent to c-myc, proviral orientation was such that the LTR could initiate downstream transcription. In about 15% of the tumors, it is still possible that alternative orientations exist. In one tumor, 9K, there are new myc-specific RNAs that do not correspond to bands detected by 5' probe. These RNAs are also not detected with a U3 probe (data not shown). Although the
DNA data for this tumor is confusing, the RNA data suggest that 9K may have an ALV provirus inserted upstream of c-myc but in opposite transcriptional orientation. An LTR located downstream of c-myc might be expected to give rise to myc-specific RNAs containing U3 information, as reported by Payne et al. (1982). In any case, it is clear that the majority of our ALV-induced tumors contain proviruses integrated upstream from c-myc and in the same transcriptional orientation. Kung and his collaborators (personal communication) also find that about 85% of ALV-induced lymphomas have the LTR upstream of and in the same transcriptional orientation as c-myc. If one accepts the notion that the LTR encodes both modulator (which can function in either transcriptional orientation) and selector (functional only in one transcriptional orientation) elements, then the observed orientation frequencies could be explained. An LTR integrating upstream of c-myc and in the same transcriptional orientation would already have a functional modulator/selector apparatus assembled. If integration occurred upstream but in inverted orientation, activation might require the recruitment of a cellular sequence that could replace the selector function. The number of potential sites at which the proper modulator/selector apparatus could be assembled might be limited and thus activation by this mechanism would be a less frequent event. Why Payne et al. (1982) have found such a high percentage (~40%) of alternative orientations compared to our group and Kung's group is unclear at present.

The only differences between their protocols and ours were in time of injection and particular virus strains used.

Comparison of oncogenesis by ALV and MC29. Figure 28
compares the mechanism of oncogenesis by ALV with that of the rapidly transforming virus MC29, which contains the v-myc gene. The ALV provirus is shown integrated upstream of c-myc and in the same transcriptional orientation, as it is in the majority of ALV-induced lymphomas. Several important differences exist between these two viral/cell systems:

(1) MC29 virus and other rapidly transforming viruses contain a strong viral "promoter" already covalently linked to a c-onc gene. Thus, the site of integration is not important in transformation by these viruses. For the same reason, neoplasia occurs fairly rapidly. In ALV-induced lymphomas, however, transformation is only a rare consequence of integration occurring adjacent to a c-onc gene, which is usually c-myc. Thus ALVs are slowly transforming viruses.

(2) MC29 mRNA is apparently unspliced (Sheinness et al., 1981). The mRNA for the ALV-activated c-myc gene is processed to remove at least one, and probably more intervening sequences.

(3) MC29 RNA can serve as a viral genome that is packaged in virus particles and reverse-transcribed in the presence of a helper virus. The myc-specific RNA in ALV-induced lymphomas lack essential viral sequences at its 3' end (U3+R) required for reverse transcription, for transcription, and presumably for integration; it also lacks the (-) strand primer binding site (Taylor and Illmensee, 1975; Taylor, 1979) and sequences essential for packaging (Linial et al., 1978; Shank and Linial, 1980) located near the 5' end of the viral genome.

(4) The v-myc gene product of MC29 virus is a fusion protein containing both viral gag and myc sequences. Although the myc
Figure 28. Comparison of oncogenesis by ALV and by the rapidly transforming virus MC29. The site of integration does not play a major role in transformation by MC29 since the onc gene (v-myc) is incorporated into the viral genome. Transformation by ALV occurs only when the provirus is inserted adjacent to a c-onc gene. A defective ALV is shown adjacent to c-myc, as found in most, if not all ALV-induced lymphomas (see text). The putative product ("p65") of the c-myc gene has not been isolated. Its size is an estimate based on the apparent coding capacity of the c-myc gene (see text).
protein in ALV-induced tumors has not been isolated, DNA and RNA analyses presented here indicate that it must lack all viral structural gene sequences. Thus the viral part of the MC29 fusion protein is probably not required for transformation by this virus, at least in B-cells. In all likelihood, the myc protein in ALV-induced lymphomas strongly resembles the normal c-myc gene product.

B. The Generation of 16L Virus

This thesis also reports the generation of an acute transforming retrovirus containing sequences homologous to the fps gene following infection of a chicken with an avian leukosis virus. This virus presumably arose via recombination between the infecting leukosis virus and a source of fps information.

Several lines of evidence suggest that the fps information is of cellular origin:

(1) The tumor from which the virus was isolated arose at a site distal from virus injection, and only after a long latent period. If there was a contaminating acute virus such as FSV or URL in the initial virus stock, neoplasia would be expected to develop much more rapidly (2-4 weeks), and at the site of injection.

(2) No similar neoplasms were noted in other birds infected at the same time with the same virus stock. The virus stock used to infect these birds was cloned several times, and was not capable of producing foci on CEFs (Kawai et al., 1977).

(3) No fps-containing virus-infected birds were present in
this laboratory at the time of these experiments.

(4) 16L virus contains some RNase T₁ oligonucleotides present in the fps sequences of FSV but not URI, and some present in URI but not FSV, as well as sequences not present in either of these viruses. Thus, if 16L virus were derived from a viral contaminant, there would have to have been either three contaminating viruses or a new, as yet undescribed contaminating virus. URI was not even available in this laboratory when tumor 16L was obtained. There are some oligonucleotides present in FSV or URI or both that are not present in 16L virus (Figs. 19 & 20). This could represent divergence from the c-fps sequence. Alternatively, only part of the c-fps gene (or its flanking sequences) may have been transduced in 16L virus. 16L virus appears to be more closely related to URI than to FSV. This may reflect the more recent isolation and less extensive passage history of URI (Balduzzi et al., 1981) compared with FSV (Fujinami and Inamoto, 1914).

(5) All of the non-fps oligonucleotides in 16L that correspond to retroviral structural and replicative genes are found in td107A. These oligonucleotides are distinct from those of the non-fps sequences present in either FSV or URI. If recombination with a viral contaminant had occurred, one might expect 16L virus to contain non-fps information from the contaminant as well.

(6) No evidence was obtained for the presence in chicken 16 of another fps-containing virus, which should have its original 5' and 3' terminal sequences.

16L virus is a direct example of an avian rapidly
transforming virus arising from recombination in vivo between a slowly transforming virus and a cellular gene. Earlier, it was shown that viruses [termed recovered avian sarcoma viruses (rASVs)] that are recombinants between certain transformation-defective deletion mutants of Rous sarcoma virus and the cellular src gene could be isolated following injection of td mutants of Rous sarcoma virus into birds (Hanafusa et al., 1977; Wang et al., 1978; Halpern et al., 1979; Karess et al., 1979). However, rASVs were isolated only from chickens infected with mutants that retained a significant part (20-30%) of the viral src gene. The genetic structure of the other known avian rapidly transforming viruses (cell-related information inserted between viral 5' and 3' sequences) suggests that these viruses also arose via recombination between a slowly transforming virus and a cellular gene. However, in many cases, extensive passage of virus strains in vivo and in vitro occurred before their biochemical analysis was possible. While this work was in progress, Stavnezer et al. (1981) reported the isolation of defective rapidly transforming viruses following passage of ALV in CEFs derived from a certain line (SPAFAS) of chickens. These viruses presumably arose via a mechanism similar to that involved in the generation of 16L. The reason for the recovery of these viruses at such high efficiency in this particular tissue culture system is unclear.

In the murine system, the Harvey (Harvey, 1964) and Kirsten (Kirsten and Mayer, 1967) strains of murine sarcoma virus were isolated following serial passage of murine leukemia viruses in rats; Moloney murine sarcoma virus was isolated following leukemia virus passage in mice (Moloney, 1966). Similarly, the
feline sarcoma viruses (Snyder and Theilen, 1969; Gardner et al., 1970) were isolated from tumors induced in cats infected with feline leukemia viruses. As with the avian rapidly transforming viruses, however, biochemical analysis of these viruses was not performed at early passage, so no direct comparison could be made with the parent viruses. Recently, recombinant mammalian rapidly transforming viruses have also been obtained in tissue culture (Rasheed et al., 1978; Rapp and Todaro, 1980; Goldfarb and Weinberg, 1981a,b).

The promoter insertion model of ALV lymphomagenesis suggests a mechanism for the generation of rapidly transforming viruses that is consistent with the structure of 16L virus and other defective rapidly transforming viruses. Similar models have been suggested by others (Goldfarb and Weinberg, 1981b; Wei et al., 1981). If an abnormal integration event left a defective or permuted td107A provirus adjacent to c-fps, then transcripts containing td107A information at their 5' end and c-fps information at their 3' end would be generated. Large amounts of such transcripts would be produced since the viral long terminal repeat contains sequences implicated in efficient transcription by RNA polymerase II. Also, these transcripts should be efficiently packaged into virus particles since they would contain sequences known to be required for viral RNA packaging. These RNA molecules themselves could not serve as genomic RNA because they lack viral 3' sequences (U3+R) necessary for efficient replication. Non-homologous recombination between td107A RNA and these transcripts could generate a virus like 16L. Strong evidence in support of such proposed recombination events is found in the
work of Goldfarb and Weinberg (1981a,b). They demonstrated that MuLV superinfection of cells transfected with DNA of Harvey sarcoma virus mutants carrying deletions of varying length at their 3' ends resulted in the generation of recombinant sarcoma viruses of similar structure to 16L virus.

It is interesting that the cellular gene incorporated into 16L virus is c-fps. fps-related information is found in a number of independently derived rapidly transforming viruses of both avian (FSV, URI, PRCII, 16L) and mammalian (Snyder-Theilen strain of feline sarcoma virus) origin (Hanafusa et al., 1980; Lee et al., 1980; Neil et al., 1980; Shibuya et al., 1980; Wang et al., 1981, and this report). In contrast, most other c-onc genes have been identified in relatively few independently isolated viruses. Whether this is merely due to the chance isolation of an abnormally large number of fps-containing viruses or, instead, reflects some specific property of the c-fps gene or its flanking sequences awaits further analysis of the c-fps locus.

Although several transforming viruses contain fps, the extent and the precise organization of fps information differs in different viruses. FSV, URI, and 16L virus all appear to have approximately the same amount of fps, but PRCII has only about 60% of this (Shibuya et al., 1980 and this report). Comparison of the sizes of the fps-related inserts in feline sarcoma virus (Sherr et al., 1980) and FSV (Shibuya et al., 1982) suggests that feline sarcoma virus encodes only part of fps as well. Apparently only part of fps is necessary to cause cell transformation. The amount of gag-related information in the gag-fps fusion proteins differs as well (Ghysdael et al., 1981; B.
Mathey-Prevot and H. Hanafusa, personal communication). Since different viruses have different gag-fps junctions, it is unlikely that gag has specific regions necessary for recombination with cellular sequences.

Avian leukosis viruses, and presumably other slowly transforming viruses, thus appear to be able to induce oncogenesis via two routes. In either case, the fundamental oncogenic mechanism appears to be placing a cellular gene under viral transcriptional control. More commonly, random proviral integration places an ALV long terminal repeat adjacent to the c-myc gene of a lymphoid cell. The resultant activation of c-myc leads to lymphomagenesis. Much more rarely, the infecting ALV can recombine with a c-onc gene, for example c-fps, and generate a new rapidly transforming virus such as 16L virus. The failure of earlier workers to isolate such recombinants from chickens experimentally infected with ALV is probably because the combination of events necessary to generate such a virus occurs only rarely. One major unanswered question is why recombinant myc-containing rapidly transforming viruses are not recovered from ALV-induced lymphomas. At the present time, we are left with the unsatisfying explanation that the isolation of 16L was a chance occurrence of a rare event, and that not enough ALV-induced lymphomas were examined to come across a recombinant myc-containing virus.

C. The Relevance of ALV-induced Lymphomagenesis

Oncogenesis by slowly transforming viruses. Two ALV-induced
nephroblastomas have been analyzed (Cooper and Neiman, 1981; H.-J. Kung, personal communication); both contained proviruses integrated adjacent to the c-myc gene. Thus, elevated expression of the same c-onc gene appears to be able to induce neoplasia in two different tissue types. It should be noted, however, that Varmus (personal communication) has analyzed ALV-induced nephroblastomas and does not find proviral integration adjacent to c-myc.

Fung, Crittenden, and Kung (personal communication) have analyzed erythroblasts from leukemic line 15I chickens infected with ALV. ALV induces a high incidence of erythroblastosis in this chicken line (Bacon et al., 1981). Proviruses were found integrated in the vicinity of c-erb in erythroblasts from approximately 50% of the leukemic chickens. Levels of erb-specific RNA were elevated in these cells, although a complete analysis of the transcripts has not yet been performed. Erythroleukemia is the major neoplasm induced by viruses carrying v-erb. The observation that c-erb rather than c-myc is activated in ALV-induced erythroleukemias is important because it shows that c-onc gene activation by ALV is not restricted to the c-myc gene. Instead, the particular gene involved may be more related to the target tissue.

REV (helper virus) induces a long latency B-cell lymphoma in birds, similar to that induced by ALV. As mentioned above, Noori-Daloii et al. (1981) have recently found that REV-induced lymphomas, like ALV-induced lymphomas, contain proviruses integrated adjacent to c-myc. Although the expression of c-myc was not analyzed by these authors, it seems likely that c-myc is
activated by REV in the same way as by ALV. Although REV has a structure similar to that of ALV (i.e., the structure of a slowly transforming retrovirus), it is unrelated by nucleic acid homology. REV seems to be more closely related to mammalian viruses than to the ALV group (Hunter et al., 1978; Cohen et al., 1981; Rice et al., 1981).

In both ALV-induced erythroblastosis and REV-induced lymphomas, there is some evidence that the provirus and adjacent c-onc sequences have undergone selective gene amplification (Noori-Daloii et al., 1981; H.-J. Kung, personal communication). Whether this reflects aneuploidy of the c-myc containing chromosome or amplification of only a segment of this chromosome is unclear at present. It is interesting, though, that lymphomagenesis by MuLV is accompanied by a specific trisomy (see Klein, 1981).

As yet, no strong evidence is available demonstrating activation of c-onc genes by any of the mammalian retroviruses. It would be surprising, though, if this mechanism was not involved in oncogenesis by the slowly transforming mammalian retroviruses since they are similar to ALV in their basic structure and lack of a transforming gene. Several studies with mammalian retroviruses demonstrate striking parallels with the ALV system. Kettman et al. (1981) found that tumors induced by bovine leukemia virus contain apparently defective proviruses and do not express viral mRNA. As with ALV, the tumors are clonal with respect to integration sites, but integration at specific sites or activation of cellular genes has not been shown. Defective proviruses and absence of expression of viral gene products
have also been demonstrated for FeLV-induced neoplasia (Hardy et al., 1980). H. Varmus and his colleagues (personal communication) have found that a high percentage of MMTV-induced tumors contain proviruses integrated within a single 20 kb domain. Enhanced expression from this domain has not yet been demonstrated. It is possible, of course, that MMTV may be functioning as a negative modulator of some sequence within this domain (i.e., as an insertional mutagen) whose function is required for proper control of cell growth. The ability of retroviruses to inactivate genes has also been demonstrated (Varmus et al., 1981).

Two reports (Jahner et al., 1980; van der Puten et al., 1981) have claimed that MuLV integration in tumors is clonal, but not specific, and thus that a promoter-insertion mechanism is not operative in oncogenesis by this virus. However, these experiments had two major flaws. First, in order to eliminate the high background of endogenous viral sequences in these tumors, an "exogenous virus-specific" probe was prepared. It is not clear from their experiments to what part of the viral genome this probe corresponds. In the ALV system, it is clear that only a very small part of the viral genome (the LTR) is required to activate a c-onc gene. It is thus not clear whether the probe used by the above investigators was sensitive enough to detect such a small part of the viral genome. These investigators may therefore not have been detecting the "relevant integration". Another problem arises from their choice of restriction enzyme in their Southern blot analysis. They did not choose enzymes that cut near the end of the viral genome. Thus the different sized
virus-specific restriction fragments they observed may, in fact, have represented integration adjacent to the same or a limited set of cellular genes, but with various amounts of virus-related sequences deleted. It is clear in the ALV system that proviral deletions of various lengths occur adjacent to c-myc. It is also possible that integrations in tumors may be taking place at so many sites adjacent to the same cellular gene that discrete size classes of tumor junction fragments would not be found in a small sample of tumors. Because the high background of endogenous viruses is difficult to overcome in the murine system, it seems that experimental approaches other than restriction analyses of tumor proviruses will prove more fruitful. These might include screening for enhanced expression of c-onc genes in MuLV-induced tumors or attempts to identify the transforming genes of these tumors by transfection experiments.

Gene activation by "promoter insertion" is not restricted to c-onc genes. Quintrell et al. (1980) found RNA transcripts containing both viral 5' and non-viral sequences in some biologically cloned mammalian cell lines transformed by RSV. A heterogeneous population of such RNAs was also found in RAV-2 mass-infected cell cultures (W.S. Hayward, personal communication). The heterogeneity of the cellular portion of these transcripts reflected the integration of RAV-2 proviruses at different cellular sites.

The molecular details of ALV-induced lymphomagenesis suggest that some previously unsuccessful attempts to rescue retroviruses associated with human cancer may have been doomed to failure. Most of these studies were aimed at recovering a transforming
activity or at detecting viral gene products. Yet it is clear that oncogenesis by slowly transforming viruses can occur with only a small part of the viral genome (the LTR) present in the resultant tumor. It will be interesting to see whether the human cutaneous T-cell lymphoma virus recently described by Gallo's group (Poiesz et al., 1981; Reitz et al., 1981) and independently in Japan (Miyoshi et al., 1981) functions via a promoter insertion mechanism. Studies already strongly suggest that this virus is a slowly transforming virus, i.e., it lacks a specific transforming gene (Reitz et al., 1981). The recent finding that hepatitis B virus has a life cycle and structure similar to retroviruses (J. Summers, personal communication), combined with the known association of this virus with hepatocellular carcinoma suggests that it too be closely examined for a promoter insertion mechanism.

Oncogenesis by non-viral agents. Most human cancer appears not to involve human tumor viruses. Nevertheless, the promoter-insertion model of oncogenesis is likely to be extremely relevant to the molecular mechanism of initiation of human cancer. At least 12 independent v-onc genes have been defined in various avian and mammalian retroviruses (see Introduction). Although it has not been rigorously demonstrated in each case, it is likely that there is a strongly conserved c-onc sequence corresponding to each v-onc. Sequences in human DNA homologous to v-onc genes have been identified and in some cases cloned (see Results, Sect. D and also Wong-Staal et al. 1981; Eva et al., 1982; D. Lowy, personal communication; G. Vande Woude, personal communication).
It is clear from the mechanism of oncogenesis of ALV as well as the mechanism of rapidly transforming virus-induced neoplasia that "inappropriate" expression of a normal cellular gene can be the critical event in oncogenesis. "Inappropriate" expression can mean either an abnormally high level of expression, or expression at a time when the gene would be normally inactive, or both. Presumably, c-onc genes are under tight regulatory control in the normal cell, and are turned on and off at specific times in the cell cycle or during stages of normal development.

Other agents, such as radiation and chemical carcinogens share the ability to induce regulatory alterations of cellular genes. It seems likely that these agents could cause alterations in c-onc gene regulatory sequences that would result in inappropriate expression of c-onc genes and neoplasia. Specific chromosomal rearrangements are correlated with many neoplastic diseases in both humans and experimental animals (for reviews, see Rowley, 1980; Cairns, 1981; Klein, 1981). Any such rearrangement that joined an active regulatory element to the coding sequences of a c-onc gene could cause activation of the gene. In this regard, it is interesting that a specific translocation involved in murine lymphoma (Weiner et al., 1978; Ohno et al., 1979) appears to involve a chromosome segment known to encode immunoglobulin genes (Meo et al., 1980). Screening for enhanced expression of c-onc genes in human tumors is in progress in many laboratories including our own. In addition, I am currently attempting to identify the chromosomal locations of several c-onc genes on human metaphase chromosomes using in situ hybridization techniques. By comparing the locations obtained with the known
neoplasia-associated chromosome abnormalities, it may be possible to gain insight into which c-onc genes (if any) are activated in a particular tumor, and by what mechanism. A complementary approach is being taken to identify potentially onc genes in human tumors using transfection techniques (Murray et al., 1981; Krontiris and Cooper, 1981; Perucho et al., 1981).

It seems likely that the common denominator in initiation of oncogenesis will prove to be the activation of one of a number of c-onc genes. The study of these viral genes, particularly factors that either alter their expression or the function of their gene products will be vital if rational approaches to the treatment of neoplasia are to be developed. It will be of particular importance to determine when and how in development and/or the cell cycle these genes function, and how disruption of their function might affect normal cell physiology. It may be quite difficult to selectively decrease the expression or function of c-onc genes in tumor cells, since the expression of these genes is generally higher in tumor cells than in normal cells. Nevertheless, with the identification of molecular targets for oncogenesis, a significant inroad will have been made to the problem of the molecular basis of cancer.
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